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This physician
provides abortions and
circumcisions. She
says her Jewish values
drive beth practices.
BY RON KAMPEAS

JULY 11 2019 3:47 pMI



Neuwirth Law
From Wikipedia, the free encyclopedia

The Neuwirth Law is a French law which lifted the ban on birth control methods on

December 28, 1967, including oral contraception. It was passed by the National

Assembly on December 19, 1967 ,, the Gaullist

politician who proposed it. It replaced a law from 1920 that not only forbade all forms of

contraception. but also information about contraception. The law was not fully

implemented until 1972 due to administrative breakdowns.

| | http://archive.vn/Edthj

Jewish Vote Played Small Part in French
Socialist Landslide

SEE ORIGINAL DAILY BULLETIN FROM THIS DATE

| and Nicole Chouraqui will run in the second

round next Sunday under what the pollsters say are unfavorable conditions.

Two prominent Jewish Socialists, Claude Estier and Marcel Benassayag were defeated Iewish

neo-Gaullists lean-Pierre Bloch, I1 4



American Birth Control
Movement

The National Council of Jewish Women (NCJW) pioneered the

establishment of birth control clinics, usually referred to GS Mother's Health

Bureaus, during the 19205 and l 930s.

http://archive.vn/TVPJ5

by Rebecca Davis

Finally, Jewish women's activism in the American birth control movement also

included close association with Morgoret Songer and other notional birth

control organizations. Two of Songer's primary assistants, Anno Lifschiz

(I 9009-?) and Fonio Mir dell (I 891 -1969), were Jewish immigrants from

Eostern Europe.

Jewish women from o range of social and economic backgrounds found

common political cause in the American birth control movement and

profoundly affected its successes in the early twentieth century.

Jewish women activists were among the First in the United States to bring the

need for women's reproductive choice to the publics attention. Radicals such

os Emma Goldman and Rose Pastor Stokes lectured on the importance of

contraception and protested against the Comstock Lows, broadly defined

anti-obscenitv lows.

Jewish women served os directors and staff of the Birth Control Clinical

Research Bureau (BCCRB), later called the Margaret Sanger Bureau, which

opened in New York City in l 923. A legal loophole allowed doctors to

prescribe birth control if it seemed "medically indicated," or if the patient's

physiological condition would make pregnancy hazardous. Dr. Hannah

Meyer Stone, the daughter of eastern European Jewish immigrants, became

director of the BCCRB in l 927. Stone amended the clinic's list of medical

indications to include the desire for child spacing and psychological factors.
In 1900, fourteen years before the

founding of Morgoret Sanger's first birth control clinic, she began including

the importance of contraception among her lecture topics. Affiliated with

Margaret Sanger (I 879- I 966) through Socialist circles, Goldman

defended Sanger's distribution of birth control literature and began o

national lecture tour in l 9 14 on the importance of legal contraception.

Leno Levine, the daughter of immigrants from Vilna, Lithuonio,

directed The clinic for several years, helped Sanger found Plonned

Parenthood in 1948, and become the medical secretory of International

Planned Parenthood.



4§HAARETZ .
More Than One-quarter of World's
Population Harboring anti-Semitic
Views, Survey Finds

I

ADL survey ranks countries and territories from the least a11ti-Semitic (Laos) to the
most (t11e West Bank and Gaza) . http://archive.vn/ptBwd
Haaretz I May 13, 2014 7;oo PM
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Men dressed as German World War n soldiers with Nazi swastika armbands sit in the back of an open vehicle, in front of a banner reading 'Merkel out,

undesirable' during an Athens, Oct. 9, 2012. Credit: AP
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hat did you feel when you heard the neo-Nazis in Charlottesville,

Virginia, chant, "Jews will not replace us?" Fear, of course

Bewilderment, perhaps anger. But I bet a lot of Jews felt another

emotion, which they're less likely to articulate in public

sno l63Fy. "R'EETaceyou? Where, behind the counter at Wendy's? We're successfu I

industrious, upper-middle class. You're the dregs of society. Replace you'
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Why Some Israelis Are (Not
So Secretly) Gloating Over
Paris Attacks



Don't violate Shabbat to save
non-Jewish Wife, top Shas
rabbi says http://archive.vn/B1TkC

Ovadia Yosef has sparked controversy with many rulings; supporters say
he is often misunderstood

By ASHER ZEIGER

17 May 2012, 3:22 am | . 4 0@9 4
30
shares



Menachem
Rosensaft

Menachem
Rosensaft

Founding Chairman of Me
lntemationa! Network of
Children ofjewish Holocaust
Survivors

Professor of law and son of
Holocaust survivors

White Nationalism: A Scourge
That Won't Go AwayIsrael's Jewish Essence Is

Non-negotiable: A Response to
Mahmoud Abbas

Posted: 03/12/2012 8:35 am 4_4-
.
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Reacting to the inclusion of the "white nationalist"
anti-immigration activist Peter Brimelow on a
panel on "The Failure of Multiculturalism: How the
Pursuit of Diversity Is Weakening the American
Identity" at this year's Conservative Political
Action Conference (CPAC). Ed Schultz observed on
MSNBC's The Ed Show that. "We've come to
expect CPAC to bring together the far righties. But
even CPAC should draw the line somewhere."

9 tweet
l

Submit this story 9899
Get World Alerts
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Addressing the United Nations General Assembly
last month. Palestinian Authority President
Mahmoud Abbas declared that he had come "from
the Holy Land, the land of Palestine. the land of
divine messages, ascension of the Prophet
Muhammad (peace be upon him) and the
birthplace ofjesus Christ (peace be upon him)."

No mention of Kings David and Solomon, nor of
the prophets Isaiah, Ezekiel, jeremiah, and Amos,
nr of 1'hl= carnal' Ipswich cam: Rah hi Akiun nr of Hillel

Schultz went on to quote Brimelow as having said
at CPAC that, "Democrats have given up on winning the white working class vote. so they use
bilingualism to build UD a client constituency It's treason We hear about racism. but the real
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A Birthright group descending Masada Credit: Birthright Israel

Dpinion '()ne ]swish
Life Is Worth More Than
10,000 non-]ews': Why
More U.S. ]us Will
Walk ()ff Birthright This
Summer
My Birthright guide's supremacist stance
was extreme. But the program's claim to be
'apolitical' is not only demonstrably untrue,
it frames every critical, inquisitive Jewish
millennial who wants to meet Palestinians as
Israel-haters



The Jewish Worker @Jewishworker >jews
>working

The problem isn't with white people, per se.
The problem is with the construction of
whiteness, which is a farcical identity whose
purpose is only to designate who is entitled to
rights, equality, & freedom and who is not.

011

slams

4.~37 PM - 20 Mar 2019

2 Likes 37

send your thoughts to:
editor@jewishworker.org



Yosef, the spiritual leader of the Shas Party

and the former chief Sephardi rabbi of

Israel, also said that the lives of non-Jews

are protected in order to prevent financial

loss to Jews.

ISRAEL

lIEWISH TELEGRAPHIC AGENCY

https://bit.ly/2vpMjk2

Sephardi leader Yosef:
Non-.Jews exist to
serve Jews
By Marcy Oster October 18, 2010 10:40 pm

"With gentiles, it will be like any person:

They need to die, but God will give them

longevity. Why? Imagine that one's donkey

would die, they'd lose their money. This is

his servant. That's why he gets a long life, to

work well for thislew," said the rabbi, who

recently turned 90.
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'Gentile sperm leads to barbaric
offspring'
Rabbi Dov Lior says Jewish Law prohibits sterile couples from
conceiving using non-Jew's sperm, as it causes adverse traits.
On subject of single mothers he says, 'Child cannot be 100%
normal'

Rabbi Dov Lior Kobi Nahshoni I Published: 01.12.11 I 08:30 coo

U facebook

print

send to friend

comment

Rabbi Dov Lior, a senior authority on Jewish law in the Religious Zionism
movement, asserted recently that a Jewish woman should never get pregnant
using sperm donated by a non-Jewish man - even if it is the last option
available.8

8
9

According to Lior, a baby bom through such an insemination will have the
"negative genetic traits that characterize non-Jews." instead, he advised sterile
couples to adopt.

f
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Muslim, Jewish leaders team up in
'exemplary' European initiative

The Observer

This article is more than 2 years oldo
Imams and rabbis from across Europe are attending a summit in Italy organized by the

Muslim Jewish Leadership Council. Anti-Semitism, Islamophobia and right-wing

populism are all topics they'd like to address better.

London Mosque Attack:
Jewish Community Quick to
Show Solidarity With
MuslimsEurope's top rabbi calls

for solidarity with
Muslims f DEE Monday's vehicle-ramming incident outside Finsbury Park

mosque came hours after numerous interfaith if tars across



This book presents a beautifully clear introduction to
Marx's thought and its Hegelian origins, says Vernon
Bogdanor

Review: Karl Marx: Philosophy and
Revolution

Heinrich Marx was bom Heschel Levi, to Marx Levy

Mordechai (1743-1804) and Eva Lwow (1753-1823).

Heinrich Marx's father was the rabbi of Trier. a role which his

older brother would later assume.[']

Levy Barent Cohen http://archive.vn/EKuWb

Heinrich Marx (15 April 1777, Saarlouis - 10 May 1838,

Trier) was a lawyer and the father of the socialist philosopher

Karl Marx.

Life [edu]

Marx was the grandson of two rabbis, and his mother did not convert to
Christianity until after his birth. He was, therefore, halachically Jewish but
showed little interest in the Jewish religion or Jewish history. It is difficult,
therefore, at first sight, to understand what he is doing in Yale's series on Jewish
lives.

While he does not exculpate or excuse Malx's antisemitic rant, he seeks to put it
into context, arguing that his attack on Christianity was even stronger than his
indictment of Judaism, and that fear of censorship made him use Judaism as a
synonym for capitalism, rather as, so he suggests, the verb "to jew", now
excised from the Oxford English Dictionary, was once used as a synonym for "to
cheat"

Shlomo Avineri, Professor Emeritus of Political Science at the Hebrew
University of Jerusalem and a world authority on Marxism, presents a
beautihilly clear introduction to Marx's thought and its Hegelian origins. But the
originality of his book lies in Avineri's belief that Marx's Jewish background left
large fingerprints on his work.

https://vwwv.thejc.com/culture/books/
review-karl-maD(-phiIosophy-and-revolution-1 .488821

Aron
Lwow

(1640 - 1712

Moses
Cohen

BBI

\

(d. 1699)

Nessie Wahl-
Katzenleenbogen

Debora
Drucker Katzenleenbogen

'n was said of him that no important
decision was taken in the Jewish world
without his having first been consulted."

Abraham
ha-Levi Minz
(1440 - 1525)

Jehuda
ha-Levi Minz
(1408 1509)

Elieser
ha-Levi

(b. c. 1380)

Abigail
Wahl

(d. 1594)

Rabbi?

UBER
RABBI

l i

Saul Wahl-

(1545 - 1617)

UBER
RABBI

Hannah
Mlnz

Samuel Judah
tzenleenbogen
(1521 - 1597)

UBER
RABBI

'7

Meir ben Isak
tzenleenbogen
(1482 - 1565)

" .said to have been elected as temporary King
of Poland in 1586 pending the completion of the
election on the nomination of Prince Radziwill."

"It would be difficult to find anyone
who had a more Jewish ancestry
than Karl Marx."
- Marx Before Marxism, David McLellan

UBER
RABBI

Karl Marx
Family Tree

"It is therefore not improbable that R' Samuel Judah Katzenelien-
bogen might have been a moneylender-prior to assuming his
father's position as the Ashkenazi Rabbi of Padua and Vience."

'the MAHARAM of Padua ancestor of Europe's leading Rabbis,
,Talmudists and heads of the Rabbinic Courts in principal cities

and towns for over three centuries. The MAHARAM himself was the
17th generation of RASHI (1040-1105) [the legendary French rabbiT'

Sara
Brandes

Nanette
Salomon

Barent-Cohen
(1764 - 1833

Salomon David
Barent-Cohen

(d. 1807)

L
.L

I

Levl
Barent-Cohen
(1747 - 1808)

Hannah
Barent-Cohen
(1783 - 1850)

Lydia
Diamantschleifer

Nathan Mayer
Rothschild
(1717 - 1836)

I l

"prominent Barent-Cohen family,
many of whom were rabbis."

RABBI

Samuel
Mordechia

(d. 1827)

Herschel
Mordechai

(1777 1838)

Henriett
Pressbu

(1788 - 1863)

"According to Eleanor Marx (Karl's
daughter), in her grandmothers family
'the sons had for centuries been rabbis."

From Wikipedia, the free encyclopedia

Levy Barent Cohen (1740s - 1808) was a Dutch-bom British financier and

communal worker.

Early life I edit 1

Levy Barent Cohen was bom in the 1740s. He was the son of Barent Cohen, a

wealthy merchant of Amsterdam.

Personal life [edu ]

Cohen was naturalized as a British subject in 1798. Through the distinguished

marriages which his children contracted. nearly all the leading Jewish families in

England were connected with him. His daughter Hannah became the wife of

Nathan Mayer Rothschild; the second daughter, Judith, married Moses Montefiore;

the third daughter, Jessie. married Myer Davidson. His brother also was the great-

grandfather of Karl Marx.

i

Karl Marx
(1818 - 1883)
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Jewish. Fearless. Since 1897.

Schultz. He was more like the local neighborhood wise guy. He was the guy who

knew guy who knew another guy who could get things "taken care Of" when legal

remedies we re not feasible.

http://archive.vn/KPfn i My father always told me that the only time his family was ever really proud of Jake,

. given his line of work, was when they heard that he'd been involved with busting

| up pro-Nazi rallies in Newark that were taking place shortly prior to US entry into

World War II.ITPEFP

My cousin Cocky Jake was a card-carrying member of the Minute men, and his

picture appears in newspaper accounts of the day. The Minutemen were

essentially an armed group of Jewish mobsters, thugs, and wise guys like Jake.

When Nat Arno gave the word that the Nazis we re assembling, these denizens of

the saloons, pool halls and other dens of iniquity in North Jersey would leave their

usual haunts and head to the Nazi rallies. Much like today's Antifa, the

Minutemen's preferred tools of persuasion we re not logic and reason, but

baseball bats, brass knuckles, rubber coated pipes and the occasional stink bomb.

In t

of t

The Minutemen we re largely successful. Most of these pro-Nazi rallies we re

broken up before they got started. And the Nazis managed to get away with just a

few broken bones and bruises, as Longie had decreed that no one was to be killed

during these events.

he late 1930's, there was a legal pro-Nazi move me nt called the German-

| American Bund. The Bund started having large rallies in North Jersey and

| elsewhere, with the goal of keeping the US from entering World War II on the side

| he allies. Most Americans of the time were deeply isolationist. The last thing

| they wanted to do was send American boys to fight and die in another European

| So the Bund's activities were not that surprising, and found fertile ground in

ny quarters. But the local Jewish population was alarmed bythe pro-Nazi

rhetoric of the Bund, not to mention the sight of brown-shirted activists chanting

and sharing Nazi salutes right here in the good old USA

n

I

war.

ma

Immediately after Pearl Harbor, these pro-Nazi organizations we re declared

illegal, and the Minutemen we re able to disband and return to their usual less-

than-savory activities. Years late r, it was discovered that the German American

esistingthat vision of a Christianized

America has been a primarygoal of
//

organized American Jewish advocacy

since its beginningsifhe battle began on

This Day injewish History 1895: A
jew Who Would Thanklessly Head
Germany's Communist Party Is Born
For his patriotic pains, Werner Scholern was one of the first people the Nazis arrested

after they took power http://archive.vn/0woC1

David B. Green I Dec 29. 2016 7:24 AM
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A Jew in Mao's China
http://archive.vn/ujo7i

The vast majority of hugely
influential jews in China had links
to international finance, either via
the Rothschilds, via the IMF and
World Bank, or va the US
Treasury Department

Adler, Solomon:
- http://archive.vn/ddnp1 - http://archive.vn/QhroZ
- Economist in the U.S. Treasury Department
- U.S. Treasury representative to China
- Worked for Chinese Communist Party's International Liaison Department
- Communist spy, as confirmed by declassified FBI documentation
- Worked with V. F. Coe and S. Ritter berg translating Chairman Mao's works

felttheJewish embrace. , o
feigners helping the Chinese at the time ofrhil

' ` This included the

International finance influence in Communist China;

Rittenberg, Sidney:
- http://archive.vn/D3qKB
- Consultant to brands, such as Intel, Levi Strauss, Microsoft
- Member of US Communist party, sent to China 1944
- Worked for the United Nations
- Interpreter for Mao Zedong

Coe, Virginius Frank:
- http://archive.vn/95onW

- Secretary of the International Monetary Fund (IMF)
- Consultant of Secretary of the Treasury Department
- Adviser to head the of the Federal Security Agency
- Technical secretary at the United Nations Monetary and Financial Conference
- Communist spy, as confirmed by KGB archives

Epstein, Israel:
- http://archive.vn/PCfVV

- Son of a Bolshevik
- NKVD agent
- Minister of Appropriations to the Chinese Communist Party
- Potential connections to the Sassoons/Rothschilds (unconfirmed)White, Harry Dexter:

- http://archive.vn/BnNkV
- Senior U.S. Treasury Department official
- Worked closely with Henry Morgenthau
- Major architect of the International Monetary Fund (IMF) and the

World Bank Group (WBG)
- Collaborated with Solomon Adler and V. Frank Coe to prevent a bail-out
loan to nationalist China, intentionally causing inflation to skyrocket
Note: hyperinflation (1000%) was a major asset to Communist party's rise to power

- Communist spy, as confirmed by declassified FBI documentation

Rothschild, Robert:
- http://archive.vn/TWCN3

- Secretary at the Belgian embassy in Chungking, the headquarters
of Chiang Kai-shek's government

- Consul general to China
- Representative on the council of NATO
- Worked on Treaty on the Functioning of the European Union (Treaty of Rome),
which led to the creation of the European Economic Community (EEC), 1958

I

Rothschild, N. M. Victor:
- http://archive.vn/47aRk

- Close friend of Winston Churchill
- Senior executive at Royal Dutch Shell (aka "ShelI", oil company)
- Advisor to Margaret Thatcher
- Ml5 and Ml6 agent
- Accused of being a Communist spy (though never proven)

Lawrence Kuhn, Robert:
- http://archive.vn/Gz80a

- International financier
- Senior advisor to Ernst & Young (a company that helped Lehman Brothers
bank engage in criminal malpractice)

- Works for BBC, CNN, Bloomberg, Forbes, etc
-- Columnist for China Daily and South China Morning Post
- Long-time adviser to China's leaders and the Chinese government



A Jew in Mao's China

Until I saw the documentary "The Revolutionary" at
the Philadelphia Independent Film Festival, I
mistakenly thought that China during the
revolutionary period was one country that had not
felt the Jewish embrace.
Ioreigners helping the Chinese at t
Communist takeover were Jewish. This included the
daughter of the founder of the brokerage firm
Goldman Sachs, who left the comfort of her Park
Avenue home to assist the Chinese.

http://archive.vn/ujO7i
Julyg, 2012 By Laura Goldman

Even when I have been disenfranchised from God and
synagogue, l have always been culturally proud to be
a Jew. A source of that pride is the Jewish tradition of
helping the oppressed, and our involvement in social
movements such as labor and civil rights.

Solomon Adler worked as U.S. Treasury

representative in China during World War II. He

was identified by Whittaker Chambers and
Elizabeth Bentley as a Soviet spy and resigned
from the Treasury Department in 1950. Wikipedia

"The Revolutionary" tells the story of Southern-born
Sidney Ritter berg, the only American that has ever
been admitted to the Chinese Communist Party. The
Mandarin-speaking Ritter berg, who was initially sent
to China by the U.S. Army at the time of Japan's
surrender at the end of World War II, became an
influential advisor to Mao Zedong and to the first
premier of the People's Republic of China, Zhou Enlai.
His pivotal role at the Broadcast Authority, explaining
the Communist Chinese point of view to America,
earned him a higher salary than Chairman Mao.

Died: August 4, 1994, Beijing, China

Books: The Chinese Economy



CULTURE

The Jewish Chinese
Revolutionary
BY JEWNlVERSE http : I/archive .vn/wu33l

Did you know that during the Chinese Cultural Revolution a Jewish man

headed the Chinese Broadcast Administration? The new documentary

Revolutionary (trailer here) explores the fascinating life of Sidney

Rittenberg, who went from Southern ]elvish gentleman to Cultural

Revolutionary to prisoller, and back again.



How a Jewish doctor helped form backbone of
revolutionary China's medical system

As the Chinese army turns 92, government continues to remember Dr. Jakob Rosenfeld, a Marxist and Holocaust
refugee who fled to Shanghai and started a medical school

By RONEN SHNIDMAN I 12 Augur 2019, 3:02 am I 2l

9896 613
shares

http://archive.vn/fLpep
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Mao's Jews http://archive.vn/zoGzb

BY PAUL ROSS I NOV 20, 2015

On Oct. 1, 1962 China's National Day, Sidney Rittenberg had reached

the pinnacle of his revolutionary career. It was the 18th anniversary

of the founding of the People's Republic of China, and Rittenberg

was seated on a reviewing stand less than fifty feet from Mao Zedong,

overlooldng a sea of thousands who had crowded into Tiananmen

Square to mark the occasion.

Rittenberg was one of the very few foreign nationals who had

remained in China after the communists came to power in 1949 and

one of an even smaller number who had managed to work their way

into Mao's inner circle, serving the communist leadership as valued

advisers, trusted emissaries and even revolutionary leaders .

I WORLD °<> 6few

In addition to Rittenberg, there was Austrian, Jakob Rosenfeld,

commanding officer of the Communist 401 Army's medical unit,

Israel Epstein from Poland, a journalist who served as the Chinese

government's head of international public relations; and London-

born David Crook, dean of the Beijing Foreign Languages University.

Although their backgrounds were varied and their motivations for

coming to China diverse, these doctors, writers and educators had

one thing in common - all of them were Jewish.

The story of how thousands of Jews fled Europe, took refuge in

Shanghai, and eventually built schools, synagogues and businesses

there is one that is well known. This often-told story eventually ends

with the departure of all the Jews from China when the communists

take over in 1949, a clean and satisfying end to a moving chronicle

that leaves no ends loose or questions unanswered.

But in fact, not all those Jews left. Many stayed, and of those who did,

a handful lived out dramatic lives that provide a rare glimpse into

the early years of Communist China



The Jews Who Fought With
Mao http://archive.vn/Sp9yK

*
I b u t  . ] a k o b  R o s e n f e l d  w a s  o n e  o f  t h e m ;

ma later onored him by putting his picture on a stamp.
Tom Segev | QSend me email alerts * Lie. 85-90% of non-Chinese

foreigners helping Mao were
jewish (source: archive.vn/ujOi7)
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Xi Jin ping's ally Wang Qishan 'prays' at

Jerusalem's Wailing Wall Jerusalem Post > Opinion >

China Appoints Xi Jinping's
Right Hand Man to Head
Government Initiative to
Bolster Tech Ties with Israel

HONORING THE
MILLENNIAL
FRIENDSHIP BETWEEN
JEWS AND CHINA

Vice-president Wang Qishan will co-chair the China-Israel
Joint Committee on Innovation Cooperation alongside Israeli
Prime Minister Benjamin Netanyahu

.  r D o r 16:54 12.08.18

Unlike their experience in Europe, Russia and

many other Christian and Muslim countries in
the world, the Jews have never experienced

discrimination or prejudice in China.

TAGS: China Israel U.S. Wanggisharl Qplomag
China-Israel 1oint Committee on Innovation Cooperation

Technology Government
Beijing (Asia fews) - A picture of Chinese Vice-

President Wang Qishan has received world-wide

coverage. It shows the close ally of Chinese President

Xi .limping with his eyes shut, head covered, resting his

BY DOMINIC MAN-KIT LAM, MARK 0'NEILL, MARINA DE
MOSES

/ MAY 26, 2018 2220
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Stalin's Jews http://archive.vn/8IDAa
We mustn't forget that some of greatest murderers of modem
times were Jewish

Sever Plocker | published: 12.21.06,23:35 09 Q

Here's a particularly forlorn historical date: Almost 90 years ago, between the
19th and 20th of December 1917, in the midst of the Bolshevik revolution and
civil war, Lenin signed a decree calling for the establishment of The All-
Russian Extraordinary Commission for Combating Counter-Revolution and
Sabotage, also Known as Cheka.

Within a short period of time, Cheka became the largest and cruelest state
security organization. its organizational structure was changed every few
years, as were its names: From Cheka to GPU, later to NKVD, and later to
KGB.

We cannot know with certainty the number of deaths Cheka was responsible
for in its various manifestations. but the number is surely at least 20 million,



THEIERUSALEM POST

MIDDLE ISRAEL: WAS THE
BOLSHEVIK REVOLUTION A JEWISH

PLOT? The revolution, was so crowded with Jews that one had

to wonder whether "the Jews" were inherently revolutionary.

http://archive.vn/LmU8M

Lenin's deputies Lev Kamenev (originally Rozenfeld) and Grigory Zinoviev (bom Hirsch Apfelbaum) and his treasurer

Grigori Sokolnikov (Girsh Yankelevich Brilliant) were all Jews, as were Karl Radek (Sobelsohn), co-writer of the

Soviet Constitution, Maxim Litvinov (Meir Henoch Wallach-Finkelstein), foreign minister of the USSR until his

removal so Stalin could pact with Hitler.

This is, of course, besides Trotsky himself, builder of the Red Army and the only Soviet who served as both foreign

and defense minister.

Most proverbially, a Jew - Yakov Sverdlov - oversaw the nighttime execution of Czar Nikolai, Empress Alexandra,

and their hve children.

Jewish revolutionaries were prominent beyond Russia as well.

In Germany, philosopher-economist Rosa Luxemburg led an abortive revolution in 1919 before being caught,

clubbed, shot dead and dumped in a canal. In Hungary, Bela Kun - originally Kohn - led a short-lived communist

coup several months after Luxemburg's murder.

In Romania, Ana Pauker - originally Hebrew teacher Hannah Rabinsohn, and later the world's first woman foreign

minister - effectively ran the country for Stalin, before falling from grace and spending her last years under house

arrest. In Czechoslovakia, Rudolf Slansky was the second-most powerful figure before his public trial and execution

alongside 11 other senior Jewish communists. In Poland, two of the three Stalinists who led its transition to

communism - Hilary Minc, who collectivized its economy, and Jakub Berman, who headed its secret police - were

Jews.

The revolution, in short, was so crowded with Jews that one had to wonder whether "the Jews" were inherently

revolutionary.



broke out between 1919 and 1921.
http://archive.vn/qcDjA

Secondly, conventional wisdom has it that the Jews in Russia warmly embraced

Bolshevism, naively believing that this would usher in agolden age.But most of the

lecturers at the conference argued that this was simply not true. In the beginning, most

Jews were very skeptical towards the Bolsheviks, and even supported the White Army

(led by the former officers of the Czarist empire) over the Red Army, until they

discovered that the Red Army leaders would punish the perpretrators of the pogroms

whereas the White leaders did not. Seeing no alternative, the Jews decided to ally

themselves with the Bolsheviks, hoping this would be "better for the Jews".

Although the Russian Revolution caused much bloodshed it amazingly led to a

blossoming of activity among the Jews. Yiddish and Hebrew day schools were

established. Educated Jews were encouraged to lead expeditions to the shtetlekh

(Jewish towns) to collect information about the various traditions and folkways of

everyday Jews and about the ways that the pogroms had affected their societies.

Besides Sh. An-sky, the author of The Dybbuk" whose expeditions are well-known,

similar projectswere led bytheYiddish poet David Hofstein and fiction writer Itsik

Kipnis.



What Were Russia'sJews Up to During
the 1917 Revolution? This Moscow
Museum Tells All
In 1917, Russianjews swelled the ranks of the revolution that lead to the rise of the
Soviet Union. Jews today still shoulder the blame.

The outsized prevalence of Jews in the ranks of the revolution that

broke out a century ago on Nov. 7 has remained a mainstay of anti-

Semitic vitriol in the area.

"The revolution offered Russia's Jews many opportunities, equal
rights and education and a chance to fill the vacuum left by an elite
that was forced into exile," Gorier said. "But above all it was a haven
from a wave of pogroms in which 150,ooo Jews in present-day
Ukraine were murdered in what some historians call a dress
rehearsal for the Holocaust. A Jew in 1917 had two choices :
revolution or exile."

Regardless of the exact makeup of the first Soviet government,
"there was great and undeniable enthusiasm among basically all the
elements that made up Russian Jewry during the revolution," said
Gorier, who I'UI1S the $50 million state-of-the-art museum that last
year won an award from UNESCO for its promotion of tolerance.

A Look up Holodomor

Though the first Soviet government - the Council of People's
Commissars - was mostly non-Jewish, Jews did occupy very
prominent positions throughout the Bolshevik and communist
chains of command vastly disproportionate to their percentage of
the general population, Gorier conlirnned.

"In the exhibition, we placed on the left a display of the many Jews
that made up the NKWD," said Gorier, naming the dreaded
communist security police that was a precursor of the KGB. The
NKVD was an instrument for the murder of countless people, before
and under the bloodthirsty and anti-Semitic reign of terror of Soviet
leader Joseph Stalin. "On the right we have a display of the many
Jews they killed: authors, liberals, soldiers."

Jews in the top echelon of the Communist Party during its early
days in power included Yakov Sverdlov, its executive secretary,
Grigori Zinoviev, head of the Communist International, press
commissar Karl Radek, foreign affairs oomrnissar Mazdm Litvinov,
as well as Lev Kamenev and Moisei Uritsky.

Stalin was not an antisemite, antisemitism
was illegal under his government. Bolshevism
was so jewish that he was physically incapable
of purging anyone without purging a lot of jews

A



Stalin, an antisemite? Pure revisionism.
http://archive.vn/m8qjO

Anti-Selnitism January 12, 1931 Reply to an Inquiry of the Jewish News Agency in the United States

Source: Works, Vol. 13, 1930 - January 1934
Publisher: Foreign Languages Publishing House, Moscow, 1954
Transcription/HTML Markup: Salil Sen for MIA, 2008
Public Domain:Marists Internet Archie (2008). You may freely copy,
distribute, display and perform this work; as well as make derivative and
commercial works. Please credit "Marists Internet Archive" as your
source.

Anti-semitism is of advantage to the exploiters as a lightning
conductor that deflects the blows aimed by the worldng people at
capitalism. Anti-semitism is dangerous for the worldng people as being

a false path that leads them off the right road and lands them in the
jungle. Hence Communists, as consistent internationalists, cannot but

be irreconcilable, swam enemies of anti-semitism.
I

In answer to your inquiry : In the U.S.S.R. and-semitism is punishable with the utmost severity

of the law as a phenomenon deeply hostile to the Soviet system. Under

U.S.S.R. law active anti-semites are liable to the death penalty.National and racial chauvinism is a vestige of the misanthropic
customs characteristic of the period of cannibalism. Anti-semjtism, as

an extreme form of racial chauvinism, is the most dangerous vestige of

cannibalism.

J. Stalin
January 12, 1931

anti-aemitee are liable to the death penalty.
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60% of white treason trialists were Jewish
http://archive.vn/lVS7l

"Of the 28' white treason trialists in 1956, fourteen of us
were of Jewish origin," says Ben Turok. Exclusive Interview!

by ANT KATZ | Nov vs, 2013



Internal resistance to apartheid Joe Slovo Ruth First Ronnie Kasrils
From Wikipedia. the free encyclopedia

From Wikipedia, the free encyclopedia

Pages in category "White South African anti-apartheid activists"

The following 88 pages are in this category, out of 88 total. This list may not reflect recent changes (learn more).

*Internal resistance to apartheid
Ruth First (4 May 1925 - 17 August 1982) was a South African anti-

apartheid activist and scholar bom in Johannesburg, South Africa. She was

killed by a parcel bomb addressed specifically to her in Mozambique, where

she worked in exile from South Africa.

A

46/88
not white

52%
E

• Colin Eglin

• Alec Erwin

• Cameron Dugmore

• Patrick Duncan (anti-apartheid activist)

M
• Watter Madeley

• Kathleen Murray

• Stephen Lee (South African activist)
• Hugh Lewin *

white

From Wikipedia, the free encyclopedia

Joe Slovo (born Yossel Mashel Slovo. 23 May 1926 - 6 January 1995)

was a South African politician, and an opponent of the apartheid system. A

Marxist-Leninist, he was a long-time leader and theorist in the South African

Communist Party (SACP), a leading member of the African National

Congress (ANC), and a commander of the ANC's military wing Umkhonto we

Sizwe (MK)-

A South African citizen from a Josh Lithuanian family, Slovo was a

delegate to the multiracial Congress of the People of June 1955 which drew

Jewish Jewish Early life

• Phyllis Altman *

• Alan Aderem *
• neil Aggetl

• Frances Ames *

• William H. Andrews (unionist)

• Jacqueline Arenstein * F N
ewl5h • Beyers Naudé *

B *Nelson Mandela a olmsted Joe Slovo as Minister for Houston• • •
P*

From Wikipedia, the free encyclopedia

Internal resistance to apartheId in South Africa originated from

several independent sectors of South African society and

alternatively took the form of social movements, passive resistance,

or guerrilla warfare. Mass action against the ruling National Party

government, coupled with South Africa's growing international

isolation and economic sanctions. were instrumental factors in

ending racial segregation and discrimination,l'l Both black and

South African activists such as Steve Biko. Desmond Tutu. Nelson

Mandela, Harry SchwarL and Joe Slovo were involved with various

anti-apartheid causes. By the 1980s, there was continuous interplay

between violent and non-violent action, and this interplay was a

notable feature of resistance adainst apartheid from 1983 until South

Family and education [edu1

Ruth Flrst's parents, Julius First and Matilda Levetan, emigrated to

South Africa from Latvia in 1906 and became founding members of the

Communist party of South Africa (CPSA), the forerunner of the South African

Communist Party (SACP). Ruth First was bom in 1925 and brought up in

Johannesburg. Like her parents, she joined the Communist Party,['l which was Bram Fischer * • Alan Paton

• Jacques Pauw

Nelson Mandela *a Harry Schwarz Lazar Bach *

Andrew Feinstein *

Vic Finkelstein

Ruth First

Bram Fischer *

Mary Fitzgerald (trade unionist)

• Sadie Forman *

• At fol Fugard
S

From Wikipedia, the free encyclopedia

G
*

"~/ltkln, sidelsky and Eidelman

From Wikipedia, the free encyclopedia

Harry Heinz Schwarz (13 May 1924 - 5 February 2010) was a South

African lawyer, statesman and long-time political opposition leader against

apartheid in South Africa, who eventually served as the South African

Ambassador to the United States during the country's transition to majority

rule.
Nat Bre man a Jewish communist who became his first white friend <8-wish

•

•
•

•

•

.

Law studies and the ANC Youth League: 1943-1949 JE?'»\"IStW

• Arthur Goldreich

• Denis Goldberg *
Arthur Gavshon *

Costa Gazi

Albert Geyser

nadine Gordimer *

From Wikipedia, the free encyclopedia

runaway.['"l He stayed with a cousin in George Goch Township, who introduced Mandela to realtor

and ANC activist Walter Sisulu, The latter secured Mandela a job as an articled clerk at the law firm

of , a company run by Lazar Sidelsky, a liberal Jew sympathetic to the

ANC's cause 142] At the firm. Mandela befriended Gaur Radebe--a Xhosa member of the ANC and

Communist Party-and • 1431

Mandela began studying law at the University of the Witwatersrand, where he was the only black

African student and faced racism. There, he befriended liberal and communist European, Jewish,

and Indian students, among the [521 Becoming increasingly politicised, in

August 1943 Mandela marched in support of a successful bus boycott to reverse fare rises.l53l

Joe Slovo and Ruth First

Schwarz rose from the childhood poverty he experienced as a German-

refugee to become a lawyer and a member of the Transvaal

Provincial Council. where from 1963 to 1974. he was Leader of the

Opposition. In the 1964 Rivonia Trial he was a defence lawyer. Advocating a

[ edit ]

Beginning in the mid-seventies, Scnwarz emerged as one of the South

African Schwarz often lea the

Jewish community leadership

Lazar Bach (1906 - 10 March 1941)was a Latvian communist activist,

most notable for his time as chair of the Communist Party of South Africa.

Early life and career [edit 1

Bom in Latvia to a family,lll Bach's father owned a factory, and was

sentenced to death during the Russian Civil War. Bach joined the Latvian

Communist Party and became an expert on party policy. In 1930, he

emigrated to Jonannesburg where he became a leather worker, joining

the Leather Workers' Union, and the Communist party of South Africa

(CPSA). As a fluent Russian-speaker with a strong knowledge of

communism, Bach soon became prominent in the party, and was elected

to its central committee in 1931 .I2113] A Iirm supporter of party leader

» Hilda Bernstein *

• James Thompson Bain

• Jeremy Baskin *

• Lionel Bernstein *
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• Marius Barnard (surgeon)
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• Jean Bemadt
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• Black Sash

• Andrew Boraine

• Breyten Breytenbach *
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H
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Jimmy Shields (journalist)

Jack Simons (academic)

Joe Slovo *

• Marion Sparg *
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• Barry Streek

• Raymond Suttner *
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From Wikipedia, the free encyclopedia
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Ronald "Ronnie" Kasrils (born 15 november 1938) is a South African

politician. He was Minister for Intelligence Services from 27 April 2004 to

25 September 2008. He was a member of the national Executive

Committee (NEC) of the African National Congress (ANC) from 1987 to

2007 as well as a member of the Central Committee of the south African

Communist Party (SACP) from December 1986 to 2007.

[ edit ]

Kasrils' grandparents were immigrants from Latvia and Lithuania

who fled from Czarist pogroms at the end of the 19th century!" He is the

From Wikipedia, the free encyclopedia

Abraham Louis Fischer (23 April 1908 - 8 May 1975) was a South

African lawyer of Afrikaner descent, notable for anti-aparlneid activism

and for the legal defence of anti-apartheid Figures, including Nelson

Mandela at the Rivonia Trial. Following the trial he was himself put on trial

accused of furthering communism He was sentenced to life imprisonment,

Professional and political activities [edit 1

Fischer joined the South African Communist Party (SACP) in the 1940s

and soon rose to leadership positions. The SACP had a close relationship

with the African national Congress (ANC) and in 1943, Fischer co»
authored revisions to the constitution he ANC, In 1946 he was charged

Alongside Issy Maisels and others, Fischer played an integral role on the

defense team in the Treason Trial of 1956 - 1961 where Mandela and

many other anti-apartheid activists were acquitted on 29 March 1961 In

his autobiography, Mandela affectionately recalls Fischer

Fischer led nelson Mandela's legal defense team at the Rivonia Trial of

1963 - 1964.

South African anti-apartheid activistsIewlsh

Nadine Gordimer (20 Denis Goldberg (bom 11
• Helen Joseph *
• Tim Jenkins

. Bettie du Ton *

• phillip V. Tobias *

• Ivan Toms

• Rick Turner (philosopher)

• Ben Turok *

w

D

• Arthur Chaskalson

• Renfrew Christie

• Johnny Clegg *

• Audrey Cobden

Neville Colman *

Barbara Creecy K

Jeremy Cronin worked closely with Joe Slovo ,  Ronnie Kasrils *

Rick Crouch » Uys Krige

• Antjie Krog *

• Leo Kuper *

e Harold Wolpe *

• David Webster (anthropologist)

• Cecil Williams (anti-apartheid activist)

• Donald Woods
• Rob Davies (politician) *
• John W. de Gruchy L z

J e W • Helen Zille *

Gordimer's writing dealt with moral and racial issues, particularly apartheid

in South Africa Under that regime, works such as 8urger's Daughter and

July's People were banned. She was active in the anti-apartheid

movement, joining the African National Congress during the days when

the organization was banned, and gave nelson Mandela advice on his

famous 1964 defence speech at the trial which led to nis conviction for

life. She was also act we in HIV/AIDS causes.

April 1933) is a South African social campaigner, who was active in the

struggle against apartheid and was imprisoned for 22 years, along with

other key members of the anti-apartheid movement in South Africa. After

his release in 1985 he continued to campaign against apartheid from his

base in London with his family, until the system was fully disbanded with

the 1994 election. He returned to South Africa in 2002.

time, welcomed people of all races into their house.l2l His parents, Annie

and Sam Goldberg, were both bom in London, the children of Lithuanian

who emigrated to England in the latter half of the 19th centuly.131

Both parents were politically active communists while living in London, anc

after moving to Cape Town played an active role in the local Woodstock

Branch of the South African Communist Party, while Sam ran a series of

small businesses.l'l

• Martin Legassk:k

November 1923 - 13 July 2014) was a South African writer, political

activist and recipient of the 1991 Nobel Prize in Literature. She was

recognized as a woman 'Who through her magnificent epic writing has - in

the words of Alfred Nobel - been of very great benefit to numanity",l'l

Personal l ife I edit 1

Gordimer was bom near Springs, Gauteng, an East Rand mining town

outside Johannesburg. Her father, Isidore Gordimer, was a

immigrant watchmaker from Zagare (then Russian Empire, now Lithuania).

121131 and her mother, Hannah "Nan" (Myers) Gordimer, was from London

141151 Her mother was from an assimilated family of Jewish origins; Gordimer

was raised in a secular household.l2l
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Collar Shlndlef

Privately liberal and consistent voters for Helen Suzman, the Jewish
and often o - 0- 'go' 0 1 4-1 pi 'nthe South African
parliament,

Another motion at the UN which advocated diplomatic and economic
sanctions against South Africa was similarly supported by Israel. In
retaliation, the South African Treasury refused to renew special
privileges that allowed the transfer of gift hinds to Israel.

July 13, 2018 08:35

99899 http://archive.vn/vtWGT

Mandela and the Jews

A private letter from prime minister Verwoerd to a local Jew was then
published. It suggested that Israel's voting behaviour was "a tragedy
for South African Jewry" and might cause local antisemitism. He
further wrote that during the previous election "so many Jews had
favoured the Progressive party and so few the Nationalist party, did
not pass unnoticed." The intimidatory nature of this message brought

Next week is the centenary of Nelson
..--_--.. _ birth. Colin Shindler looks back on

his relationship with South Africa's Jews

Ben-Gurion and Golda Meir refused to back down and repeatedly
evoked Jewish values and experience in condemning apartheid. TI

sentence of life imprisonment, Mandela told the court:
Hebrew Congregation in Johannesburg. In 1998 42 per cent of South
African Jews stated that they were likely to stay in the new South
Africa. By 2006 after Mandela's tenure as president, this figure rose to
79%, but may be lower today after former President Zurna's misrule.

"I hate the racial arrogance which decrees that the good things of life
shall be retained as the exclusive right of a minority of the population
and which reduces the majority to a position of subservience and
inferiority and maintains them as voiceless chattels to work where they
are told and behave as they are told. I am sustained in that hatred (of
race discrimination) that the overwhelming majority of manldnd both
in this country and abroad are with me."

The disproportionate number of Jews involved in anti-apartheid
activities wonted the communal leadership. At the Treason trial in
1956, half the whites arrested were Jews. Defendants in other political

leading nationalist and Nazi syrnpathiser in the 1930s. When Mandela
and the leadership of Umkonto we sizwe, the armed wing of the ANC ,
were arrested, most of the whites apprehended were Jews.

It is a sentiment with which all Jews with an understanding of their
history will undoubtedly identify.
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Goldreich,who died in May, was a lifelong Zionist who fought in Israel's 1948

independence war in a unit of the Palmach, the young cou ntry's military shock

troops, and then returned to South Africa to join the struggle against

apartheid. With hisPalmach training, Goldreich brought to Umkhonto we

Sizwe,theANC'syoung underground military wing, a veteran's invaluable

expertise in warfare. As a white man free to come and go, he traveled to

Communist China and elsewhere to obtain designs for homemade military

weapons for the group, such as hand grenades and landmines. Meanwhile, in

public Goldreich played the role of a prosperous designer for a Johannesburg

department store who owned aruralestate maintainedbyan outwardly

subservient black staf'fthat included keyANC leaders- Mandela was a

gardener known as "David."
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THETIMES OF ISRAEL

Nelson Mandela was close
to Jews, resolutely loyal

to Palestinians
Late South Afriean leader had strong fl'iendships with many in the Jewish world, but
never forgot his allegiance to the PLO - or Israel's support for the apartheid regime

BY RAPHAEL AHREN I December 6, 2013, 1:54 am I Q 76

http://archive.vn/yYOOY
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//Exclusive Mandela Received
Weapons Training From Mossad
Agents in Ethiopia http://archive.vn/Anhgq

Top-secret archive document also reveals that Mandela was 'familiar
with the problems of.]ewry and of Israel' and that Israeli operatives
tried to 'make him a Zionist.'





Scott Anthony
October 11. 201716:23 httpz//archive.ph/ISizb

99899
The Jewish-backed musical
that stood up to apartheid
King Kong, the story of a South African
boxer's rise and fall. was
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NELSON MANDELA WAS
A REVOLUTI0NARY
AND THESE JEWS MADE
COMMON CAUSE WITH
HIM

In 1963, after South African police arrested six Jews
and seven blacks in a raid on an African National
Congress hideout in the Johannesburg suburb of
Rivonia-a sweep that eventually lallded Nelson
Mandela in prison for more than 25 years-a white
nationalist newspaper asked whether Jews were
unhappy in South Africa. The community's Board of
Deputies responded unequivocally that the opposite
was true, promising that South Africa's Jews were loya
and patriotic. "No part of the community can or should
be asked to accept responsibility" for the actions of a
few, the board insisted in its official reply.With a new biopic commemorating his long struggle

against apartheid, remembering the children of
European refugees who helped

By Richard Kreitner
November 26, 2013 - 12:00 AM

+f

http://archive.vn/yzxFJ

8

That so many Jews surrendered the comforts of their
OWII relatively privileged lives-indeed, in at least one
case, surrendered life itself-to join Mandela and the
ANC, though they had little material stake relative to
their black comrades, is in itself a testament to the
radical legacy these Jews brought witll them out of
Europe to the other end of the globe. With a new film
starring Idris Elba recounting Mandela's long struggle
we look at those Jews who stood witll him, and
marched with him, every step of way.



Zooming In on South Africa
David Goldblatt's photographs, on exhibit at The Jewish Museum, chronics

By ERIC HERSCHTHAL

May 4, 2010, 12100 am | . 0 http://archive.vn/RaMpt

Many South African whites, ]us included, were not active proponents of
apartheid. But neither did they actively oppose the status quo. Even if
some whites, and l ! they
went along with racist policies anyway.

Goldblatt recognizes that the Iewish community embodies these
contradictions as much as non-Iewish whites. But he nonetheless'

"I was brought up with a strong sense
of injustice," Goldblatt said, giving credit to his Jewish education, which
included Hebrew school and membership in the Zionist youth group
has taken some. One in particular, from 1966, is of Harry Oppenheimer,
the Iewish South African who is perhaps the quintessential example of
white ambivalence toward apartheid. While he 1.

is he made his fortune in the
diamond-rnining business, an irony not missed by many.

Il

Shimoni explained that while
the vast majority of Iews did not

participate in it. Instead they chose to look after their own interests. And
because one of their leading interests was Zionism, Iews were often more
concerned with getting the South African government to support Israel,
even if it meant supporting regimes that strongly favored apartheid.

In fact, he knows quite well the pressures Iews faced. Despite his
commitment to the anti-apartheid movement

e Iewish community left in droves as
the system collapsed, and today numbers about 70,000 - a little over half
of its former peak.
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In 1963, after South African police arrested six Jews and seven blacks in a raid on an
African National Congress hideout in the Johannesburg suburb of Rivonia-a sweep
that eventually landed Nelson Mandela in prison for more than 25 years-a white
nationalist newspaper asked whether Jews were unhappy in South Africa. The
community's Board of Deputies responded unequivocally that the opposite was true,
promising that South Africa's Jews were loyal and patriotic. "No part of the
community can or should be asked to accept responsibility" for the actions of a few,
the board insisted in its official reply.

NELSON MANDELA WAS
A REVOLUTIONARY-
AND THESE JEWS MADE
COMMON CAUSE WITH
HIM
With a new biopic commemorating his long struggle
against apartheid. remanbering the children of
European refugees who helped

By Richard Kreitner
November 26, 2013 • 12:00 AM

In time, of course, Mandela became a hero, and the actions of those few became a

point of pride for South African Jews. Beginning with his years at Johannesburg's
more or less integrated University of the Witwatersrand-aka "Wits"-and later as an
apprentice to a Jewish law firm, Nelson Mandela had a political life that was
profoundly intertwined with those of Jewish activists who, to varying degrees, found
in their Jewish identity the imperative to object to a system that, while almost
completely welcoming to them, treated blacks in a way that many of these children of
European refugees found diseornfitingly familiar.

_

f 9
¥A'hile most South Africa Jews took the silent, implicitly conservative position of the
Board of Deputies, the great majority of white South Africans involved in "the
struggle" were Jewish. Many were Communists. Most were lawyers. A few had
money. But all faced what has been described as a "double marginality" : not fully
accepted as white, while also alienated from an organized Jewish community
beholden to the powers thatbe.



A groat, part of the currency of England during the reign of Edward I.

This day in jewish
history 1278: All ]us of
England Arrested in
'Coin-clipping' Scandal
Some 680 Jews detained in the Tower of
London, with more than 300 subsequently
executed, on suspicion of coin clipping. A11
Jews were eventually expelled from Britain
in 1290.



The $13 million disbursed last week brings to $151 million the amount disbursed since

the program started in 2oo5, most of itto Jewish institution

Leading the lobbying for the program have been the Jewish Federations of North

America, the Orthodox Union and Agudath Israel of America

In a statement, the JFNA thanked Department of Homeland Security Secretary Jeh

Johnson as well as lawmakers for championing the funds, among them Sens. Barbara

Mikulski (D-Md.), Richard Shelby (R-Ala), Mary Landrieu (D-La.) and Dan Coats (R-lnd.),

and Reps. Hal Rogers (R-Ky.), Nita Lowey (D-N.Y.),John Carter (R-Texas) and David

Price (o-n.c.>.

This story"Jewish Groups Get 94% of Homeland Security Grants"was written byJTA.
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'LAST AFGHANI JEWS' KICKED OUT
OF TALIBAN PRISON FOR BEING
T00 ANNOYING http://archive.vn/CJN4T
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The Jewish Family Making Billions From The
Opioid Crisis - (article archive http://archive.vn/tCk7B)

EXPQ1 /05

The Jewisn Family Making Billions From me opioid crisis

The Sackler family has donated hundreds of millions to museums and colleges.
They made their money selling one of America's most controversial pills.

fonnard.com

12:19 PM - 17 Oct 2017
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//This Day in jewish History
1864: Global Trade Tycoon David
Sassoon Dies http://archive.vn/mTS13

The trading empire Sassoon created spanned the globe from what is
now Mumbai on the western coast of India, via Shanghai and Hong
Kong in China, all the way to London, England.

On November 7, 1864, businessman David Sassoon, founding father

of the Sassoon business dynasty, died in Pune, India. The trading

empire he created spanned the globe, from what is now Mumbai OII

the western coast of India, via Shanghai and Hong Kong in China,

all the way to London, England. It dominated world commerce in a

number of commodities - most significantly opium - over the
second half of the 19th century.

Sassoon initially owned a counting house and a carpet warehouse,

but SOON began trading in everything he could, including, most

profitably, opium. When China's emperor tried to oudaw the drug,

which cut a wide swathe of destruction through the population of

the country's coastal regions, the British responded vAn'th war. The

result was the 1842 Treaty of Nanking, which earned the United

Kingdom a free hand in selling opium in China.

Sassoon established a triangle of trade, bringing Indian opium and

cotton to China, where he received silver, tea and silk in exchange.

He then carried these products to England for sale. Finished

products from Britain, as well as cash, were then brought back to

India where they were used to buy more opium. By the 1870s, David

Sassoonhad come to dominate the trade of opium to China, having

pushed the British firm Jardine Matheson and the "Parsi" traders of

Bombay out of the business .

According to the 1944 Jewish Encyclopedia: "He employed only Jews in his business, and

wherever he sent them, he built synagogues and schools for them. He imported whole

families of fellow Jews...and put them to work."



Sassoon family
From Wikipedia, the free encyclopedia

The Sassoon family. known as "Rothschild's of the East"

lewishEncydopedia |
The unedited full-text of the 1906 Jewish Encyclopedia

David Sassoon: http://archive.vn/yL3ku
Indian merchant and banker, born at Bagdad Oct., 1792,
died at Bombay Nov. 7, 1864. He had a fair knowledge of
Hebrew, Arabic, Persian, Turkish, and Hindustani, but not of
English. His father, who was a wealthy Mesopotamian
merchant, and who was for many years state treasurer to
the Turkish governor of Bagdad, was known as "Nasi [=
"Prince"] of the Captivity." David Sassoon was employed in a
banking-house at Bagdad till 1822. After the plague he left
Bagdad for Bassora, proceeding thence to Bushfire. In 1832
an important commercial engagement caused him to visit
Bombay, to which city he subsequently removed with his
family. Here he established the house of David Sassoon &
Co., with branches at Calcutta, Shanghai, Canton, and
Hongkong, and his business, which included a monopoly of
the opium-trade, extended as far as Yokohama, Nagasaki,
and other cities in Japan. Sassoon attributed his great
success to the employment of his sons as his agents and to
his strict observance of the law of tithe.



Opinion Trump's Deep Dive
Into Fascist, anti-Semitic
Conspiracy Thinking

//

Trump's speech last week crossed new lines, closely mirroring
the apocalyptic language of infamous anti-Semites of the late
19th and 20th centuries, all to fire up his white nationalist,
anti-Semitic base. His claims the election is being 'stolen' and
'rigged' come from the same tradition.

Joshua Shanes | Gsend me email alerts

Of 23, 2016 4:04 AM http://archive.vn/7DytU
Consider this sentence of Trump's, for example: "Hillary Clinton

meets in secret with international banks to plot the destruction of

US sovereignty in order to enrich these global financial powers, her

special interest friends, and her donors." These are the exact motifs

of modern anti-Semitism; a global financial and media conspiracy

designed to subvert the interests of the nation in favor of

international Jewish interests. True, he did not say the word Jew.

He didn't need to. No other ethnic group is so closely associated



ANTI-SEMITISM & BIGOTRY

Jews and Finance
'/71e idea that Jews are good with money is one of the oldest Jewish

stereotypes. But it's undeniable that Jews are well-represented in finance

and business. http://archive.vn/yZeFc

BY MJL

he idea that Jews are innately good with money is

among the oldest Jewish stereotypes, one that

continues to impact perceptions of Jews today. In

China, books touting the supposed secrets of Jewish financial

success have been best-sellers, while all over the world anti-

Semites have long railed against Jews' purported control of

international banldng.

As with many stereotypes, this one has its origins in fact. Jews

have long been well-represented in the fields of Iinance and

business. This is commonly attributed to the fact that for

centuries, Jews were excluded from professional guilds and

denied the right to own land, forcing them to work as merchants

and financiers. However some academics contend that the

historical evidence does not support this thesis and that Jewish

financial success is instead due to the community's high literacy

rates.

Jews did hold prominent financial positions in Europe, which made them ready scapegoats

in times of economic crisis. For centuries, so-called court Jews acted as the principal

financiers for the European aristocracy's projects. In the 1760s, one of those court Jews,
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Jewish. Fearless. Since1897.

Getty Images

M aero http://archive.is/guOdc
Paul Moritz Warburg, a German-Jewish immigrant who was one of the founding

fathers of the U.S. Federal Reserve, had aferventwish that his creation would be



TH_E]ERU5A]_EM POST

POLL: JEWS HIGHEST-
EARNING RELIGIOUS
GROUP IN US

http://archive.vn/MHw2g
Survey shows 46 percent of Jews earn six
digits, only 51 percent of Americans say
they're protestant.

BY JP0SIC0M STAFF I FEBRUARY 26, 2008 15:56 8



http://archive.vn/w@53J

'Remember the 11 million'?
Why an inflated victims tally
irks Holocaust historians
An oft-cited statistic of 5 million non-Jewish
Holocaust deaths has no basis in fact, experts say
and may be contributing to denial efforts

RON KAMPEASBy

1 February 2017, am | 73:02 .
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All Jewry Mourns Death of Israel
Zangwill, Famous Writer and
Defender of His People

Living in the 'Melting Pot'
And finally, the following year, the phrase was popularized for eternity in
"The Melting Pot," a stage play by Israel Zangwill that preached the gospel
of assirniladon.

http://archive.
vn/amxaW

Decades after their creation, Israel Zangwill's compassionate
contributions to society and letters remain very live things

Ethan Kanfer 01.09.2006 00:00 updated: 2127 AM hot P : / / a re hive - vn/dbM8F

}~ SEE ORIGINAL DAILY BULLETIN FROM

THIS DATE

n Sh are 9 Tweet z .r.. . 0 o

"I coined the term," Rabbi Samuel Schulman said years after his 1907

sermon. "But I used it in a much different sense than Zangwill

subsequently did. American democracy, in my mind, is a vast 'single

melting pot,' in that it absorbs all races, brings out the common humanity

in each, separates the gold from the dross and preserves only the gold."
"From the Ghetto to the Melting Pot: Israel ZangwilI's Jewish Plays"

by Israel Zangwill, edited by Edna Nahshon, Wayne State University

Press, 363 pages, $34-95

The play by Zangwill, a London-born son of Russian Jewish immigrants
who was a Zionist, made its debut in Washington in 1908 and played in
New York for four months the next year. The protagonist is David

Quixano, a Jewish immigrant, orphaned by a pogrom, who lives with his

uncle on Staten Island and becomes smitten with the daughter of a

Russian nobleman.

The greatest Literary genius of English speaking Jewry after Disraeli,

author of "The Children of the Ghetto" indefatigable leader and

spokesman in modern Jewry's efforts to alleviate the sufferings of the

Iewish ghettos in Fast European countries,

Idied here Sunday, August 1st in a

sanitarium at Midhurst in Sussex.

mlmllm

Long before "diversity" became a cultural buzzword, playwright and

novelist Israel Zangwill coined a phrase that would become an

indelible part of Anlerica's language of self-description. The image

of a crucible in which many disparate elements blend to create a

stronger alloy proved irresistible to Americans in the early 20th

century, and €V€l1 today it is difficult to put American culture into
words without using the term "the melting pot." Yet few of us, if

http://archive.vn/8Ip1x
Jewish music has always borrowed from many sources, but the

Turks made it into a veritable melding pot long before the English

playwright Israel Zangwill popularized that particular metaphor.

http://archive.vn/lel9R



Raise a Jewish Voice for Refugees
Fighting for refugees is more important than ever. Over 2,000 rabbis have

already signed this national letter urging our elected officials to welcome

refugees to the U.S http://archive.vn/fttYa
Over 2,000 rabbis signed this national letter

62.5% of Rabbis
support open borders
and mass migration

• I l lo

We. Rabbis from across the United States. call on our elected officials to

keep America's doors open to refugees.

llllll llllllll

are

The 2000 American Rabbi Study

http://archive.vn/6CCWE >self proclaimed jewish globalists
who seek to impose their will on the world
demanding open borders for refugeesIn 2000, there were 1,620 rabbis in the Ref brr movement (50.5

percent of they ), 781 (24.3%) Drthbdbx
rabbis, 530 (19.f5%) Conservative rabbis, and 178 (5.5%)
Recbnstruttibnist rabbis. The weight variable in the survey is

rmTn

tinfoil hat check?



http://archive.vn/WqL4V

Jewish group vows
'relentless' fight against
'crueT Muslim ban
ADL says current vetting system 'sufficient in keeping America safe',
World Jewish Congress defends '1`rump's Holocaust Remembrance Day
statement
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Shvat 27, 5778 `Iime in Israel: 9:51 PM

Migration Can Be a Good Thing -
just Look at the Arabs in Europe
Israel needs to readjust its mind-set about migration, otherwise it's
going to end up looldng like the global village idiot.

Yigal Ben-nun | Nov 15, 2013 5:01 AM

Let me start from the end

https://archive.is/j9N1N



net Israel News Middle East World Magazine jewish Wol

news.com Travel Health&Science Business Tech Art n-uv

Jewish World
http://archive.vn/o5Fbg

'lslamization of Europe a good thing'
Rabbi Baruch Efrati believes Jews should 'rejoice at the fact
that Europe is paying for what it did to us for hundreds of years
by losing its identity.' He praises Islam for promoting modesty,
respect for God

Kobi Nahshoni I Published; 11.11.12 , 13:52 oo B



Jewish Activists Who Slammed ICE
Detention Facilities as 'Concentration
Camps' Arrested for Protesting
More than 100 Jews gather outside facility under slogan 'Never Again,' calling to
abolish ICE and for the closure of migrant detention facilities

http://archive.vn/dhGTK



Shouting 'Never Again,' 1,000
Jewish Activists Shut Down
Central Boston To Protest
Immigration Detention

hot : h' . bZ R
July3,2o19 By Ari Feldman P I/arc 1ve vn/w w
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www.israelnationalnews.com/Articles/Article.aspx/11313#.VLUNkytfaSo

Home | News | Op-Eds | Blogs | News Briefs Judaism

lsraelnallonalnews.com Latest News o;»Eds Zion's Corner

Main > Op-Eds > Jews Should Support Catholics in Contraception Battle

- Horne Features Forecasst Car Rental As

Op-Ed: Jews Should Support Catholics i11
Contraception Battle

-  _ 441
That 'Bank' Has No Security
Fromme His Of Ephraim

\A'hat is at stake here is our collective tolerance for governmental
forays into the realm of religious practice, Contraception, brit
mila, sheehita are selected examples.

Published: Monday/, February 27, 20127:55 AM 8+1 I nmzm + 3

I

"You shall neither wrong a stranger, nor
oppress him: for you were strangers in the land
of Egypt." - Exodus 22:21

n m
Don't Hee terror, flee France

F
i

Netanyahu in Paris: .
Representing Israel wlth
Honor >

Through the ages, the above verse has sewed
as a guiding Jewish principle. This call for
enhanced sensitivity to oppressed minorities
placed Jews at the forefront of a variety of
noble struggles, particularly in the United
States. As noted by author Charles Silberman.
"American Jews are committed to cultural
to firmly
rooted in history-thal Jews are safe only in a
socie 4 .
and behaviors. as well as a diversity of
re v nic groups."

[ of a wide range of attitudes

Dovid Efune, Dir.
Algemeiner Journal
The Au'thof iS the diector
of the Algemeher Journal
and the GICF and can...

More from this 1
writer

I
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//Opinion As Pittsburgh Jews, We Will

Mourn ()ur Dead by Mobilizing for I
Refugees https://archive.fo/T9NZ9

Our big, florid president shouted about a 'caravan.' The shooter joined the mob
declaring: The Jews are behind it all. To which our answer is: We, as_lews, will welcome
every single person seeking safety and opportunity



mcrrethan 21,000 signatu in the past 24 hoursres
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Search Q

Home > U.S. News

Jewish Groups and Synagogues
Prepare to Shelter Immigrants During
ICE Raids Source: http://archive.vn/NOYQo
Dozens of synagogues across the country have joined a network of houses to
offer undocumented immigrants protection during expected U.S.-wide raids

Danielle Ziri | New York | Send me email alerts

Jul 14, 2019 11:58 PM
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Jewish. Fearless. Since 1897.

Opinion >> http : //archive . vn/Sunqc

As Jews, It Is Dur Duty To Stand
With Undocumented Immigrants.

April 1, 201 g By Ann Toback
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http://archive.vn/JyhcG
Most Israelis don't want non
Jewish migrants, even if they
are highly skilled
Pew poll of 12 developed countries shows Israel and Italy only places
where majority opposes immigration of those with advanced degrees

By MELANIE LIDMAN

22 January 2019, 5:05 pm | 9. 99 4
5,533

shares



52% of Israeli Jews agree:
African migrants are '
cancer' http://archive.vn/QV8C3

Peace Index finds 33% condone anti-migrant violence, establishes a
direct correlation between racist attitudes and religiosity

33% condone anti-migrant violence,



https://apchive.ph/oG9lI
Chief rabbi calls black people
'monkeys'
Rabbi Yitzhak Yosef uses pejorative term 'kushi' for African Americans
in weekly sermon

By SUE SURKES v

20 March 2018, 1:45 pm | . 264 go@ 48,570
shares



Home > IsraeI news http://ar'chive.vn/H0157

Israel Admits Ethiopian Women Were
Given Birth Control Shots
Health Ministry director general instructs all gynecologists in Israel's four health
maintenance organizations not to inject women with long-acting contraceptive Depo-
Provera if they do not understand ramifications of treatment.

Talila fresher | Qsend me email alerts



Israel to Pay African Asylum-seekers
$3,500 to Leave Voluntarily
Cabinet also backs bill to detain Africans in 'open' Negev facility

Qsend me email alerts http://archive.vn/B FSTUI

Nov 25, 2013 10:11 AM

Ilan Lior



net http://archive.vn/hPBNV
news.com

African migrants reel as Israeli law cuts
into salaries
Illegal migrants start to feel bite of law passed last year that
requires their employers to hand over 20 percent of their
salaries to the state, which promises to give it to the migrants
once they leave.



THEIERUSALEM POST
http://archive.vn/r7GwW

AFRICAN ASYLUM SEEKERS TOLD
TO LEAVE ISRAEL WITHIN 60 DAYS
Anti-deportation activits warn that should the asylum-seekers be sent
away this would be a 'stain to our DNA as Jewish people'.

BY DANIEL K. EISENBUD / FEBRUARY 4, 2018 18;46 -B



net http://archive.vn/AIaKE
news.com

African migrants given 3 months to
leave Israel or face jail
Amid protests from rights groups, Population and Immigration
Authority calls on migrants from Sudan and Eritrea to 'leave to
their country or a third country', offering $3,500 to those who
depart by April, and prison to those who refuse.

Reuters, Amir Alon and Yonatan Baniyeh I Published 01.02.18 , 18:57



Wednesday, September 27, 2017.
Tishrei 7, 5778 Time in Israel: 1:11 AM

http://archive.vn/Yp8pS

Are U.S..]swish Organizations
Hypocrites on ImmigratioN.
While the violence was condemned, organizations have stayed away from the hot
button of Israel's immigration policies, even as it has moved into active mass
deportation of South Sudanese refugees.

Allison Kaplan Son mer | Jun 17, 2012 4:43 PM



THEIERUSALEM POST

WHO'S A JEW? RABBINICAL
COURTS DEMAND DNA TEST TO
PROVE JUDAISM 1 REPORT
Over the past year, almost 20 couples with at least one spouse from the
former Soviet Union were asked to carry out a DNA test to prove that they I

were Jewlsh. http://archive.vn/ocQT5
BY WETTE J. DEANE / FEBRUARY 28, 201901146

2 minute read.

-B
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ISRAEI21€
IsraAID sends team to

help refugees in Europe

UNGOVERING ISRAEL
TODAYIS TOP STORIES

http://archive.vn/zMKcn
'After what we suffered in the Holocaust 70 years ago,

. seeking refuge from wars in the
Middle East and Africa?'

translation: this is your punishment for holocaust, whitey

I
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Israel Reaches Deal With UN to
Deport Asylum Seekers to West,
Not Africa http://archive.vn/NIhq5

Netanyahu says Canada, Germany, Italy among countries to take in
asylum seekers Israel will deport 16,250 refugees to West, grant
16,250 temporary residency status

Lee Yaron and Noa Landau | Apr 02, 2018 5:02 PM



Made for minds.

TOP STORES

NEWS http://archive.vn/JQnud

Israeli aid group wins German integration
prize for refugee project
The winning project provides psychological support to refugees and promotes women's

empowerment. It also supports understanding between Jews and Muslims.

IIDEZE +



GLOBAL

Israeli volunteers are aiding Syrian
f€fUQ€€S in Europe http://archive.vn/kJAmz

BY GAVIN RABINOWITZ

SEPTEMBER 22, 201 5 12:02 PM
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Israel will not accept any Syrian refugees on
its territory: defense minister REUTE RS

WUI: 9821 r:grap`)
Israel sends aid to Syrian refugees but
will not allow tl1e111 to cross the border

0 INDEPENDENT

Jewish. Fearless. Since 1887

http://archive.vn/5LtB8
I I w



TH_E]ERU5AJ_EM POST

DANNY DANON: SEND AFRICAN
MIGRANTS TO AUSTRALIA
Likud MK and Australian MP discuss "humane solution" for thousands of
'Muslim infiltrators' in Israel: Send them to live down under. http://archive.vn/CwiEW

BY LAHAV HARKOV / JUNE 30, 2011 16135 8

"The arrival of thousands of Muslim infiltrators to Israeli territory is a clear threat to the state's Jewish identity,"

Danon told The Jerusalem Post.

"The refugees' place is not among us, and the initiative to transfer them to Australia is the right and just solution.

"On the one hand, it treats the refugees and migrants in a humane way. On the other hand, it does not threaten

Israel's future and our goal to maintain a clear and solid Jewish majority," he explained.

"Since Australia has a policy of accepting refugees and groups under protection, I would appreciate it if you could

promote a solution in which Australia would accept those who seeking refuge," Danon wrote in a letter to the MP

from Melbourne following their meeting.



Haaretz.com 4

@haaretzcom
https://archive.is/nHvsb

According to) the deal, Canada will be

the main country taking Israel's asylum

seekers

v



THEIERUSALEM POST
ERITREAN MIGRANTS RESETTLED
FROM ISRAEL TO SWEDEN
Dozens relocate in recent weeks following deal brokered between Sweden,

UN High Commission for Refugees in Israel. http'//archive vn/1 Fight

UN High Cummissiorl



net Israel News Middle East World M

news.com Travel Health&Science Business

For Syrian refugees in Greece, Israel is
no longer the enemy http :I/archive.vn/nEAqa
Greek refugee aid centers are mainly operated by Israelis, in
Lesbos there is an Israeli school for Syrian, Iranian, Iraqi and
Afghan refugees, and it is all part of a joint plan to revolutionize
the concept of 'Tikkun Olam' and Jewish volunteering around
the world

Lied Osmo I Published: 03.04.19 , 16:13 coo

Greek refugee aid centers
are mainly operated by Israelis,



http://archive.vn/oMrsT

Looking for more than stopgap measures, World Jewish Relief's STEP program provides a warm and immersive
environment while giving new arrivals the tools to find sustainable work

UK Jewish organization honored for helping
Syrian refugees find long-term jobs

By ANNE JOSEPH I 7 August 2019, 4:05 am I 0.
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http://archive.vn/HxEoc

Israeli NGO sending team to
help refugees in Europe
IsraAid chief says that 'as a nation that suffered the atrocities of the
Holocaust, we can't not extend a hand to help'

By TAMAR PILEGGI v 2,491
shares3 September 201 S, 3:45 pm | 7. we 4



Home :=» Jewish World
http://archive.vn/11L2F

Ten Jewish Groups Urge
Congress to Allow Syrian
Refugees Into U.S.
While Congress members consider not admitting Syrian
refugees after the Paris attacks,.Jewish groups argue that
'turning our back on refugees would be to betray our nation's
core values."

JTA | Send me email alertso



Jews of the Week: Nathan Rothschild and Jacob de
Rothschild

Jews of the Week: Amschel, Salomon, and Kalman von
Rothschild http://archive.vn/ivWeHhttp://archive.vn/ivWeH

In honour o/Jew of the Week's 7th birthday this November we will feoture a month-long serie

on the most famous (and sometimes infamous)jewish family of of/ time: the Rothschilds. This is

port three offve. Click herefor port one and herefor part two.

In honour ofjew of the Week's 7th birthday this November we wit/feature a month-long series

on the most famous (and sometimes infamous)jewi5h family of all time: the Rothschilds. Tnis is

part two of five. Click here to see port one.

Nathan Mayer Rothschild: International Financier
Of the four Rothschild's who ventured out, third son Nathan (1777-1836) achieved

the greatest success. Nathan took over the lead role in pioneering international

finance. Using a network of carrier pigeons and couriers to communicate with his

siblings, Nathan acted as a central bank for Europe-brokering purchases for

kings, rescuing national banks, and funding infrastructure, such as railroads, that

would help start the .Industrial Revolutio
http://archive.vn/OQOQX

narcing the

mpire's industrial revolution

sparking its industrial

The youngest of Mayer Rothschild's sons was Jacob

"james" Rothschild (1792-1868). He moved to paris

in 1811 and opened a new branch of the family

bank in 1817.jacob play a central role in rebuilding

post-napoleonic War France. and

- . He financed some of

France's first railroads and factories, imported tea

and other goods. and invested in mining and wine-

making. He would become the richest man in the

world, and his fortune alone (not including the rest

of the family) is estimated to have been over $300

billion in todays dollars.jacob, too, was brought

into the nobility (becoming "de Rothschild", while

his brothers in the Holy Roman Empire were "von

Rothschild"). He sewed as an adviser to French
jacobjames de Rodvschild

The eldest son of Mayer Rothschild was Amschel

Rothschild (1773-1855). He continued his father's business in

Frankfurt. and was made a baron in 1817 (becoming "Von

Rothschild"). He was the most religious of the brothers. and

tremendously helped poor Eastern EuropeanJews, who nicknamed

him "the pious Rothschild". Unfortunately, he died childless, so his

Frankfurt branch was taken over by siblings and nephews. The

branch was permanently shut down in 1901 . Mayer's second son

was Salomon Rothschild (1774-1855), head of the Vienna branch.

He played a huge role in Austria's history.

, igniting the Austrian economy, and financing massive

public projects. including Austria's first railway network. In honour

of this, Emperor Francis made him a baron in 1822 (making him

Salomon von Rothschild). Ironically, he was still not an Austrian

citizen, which jews were barred from! It was only twenty years late v

. I .1 _ 1 . . I
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Recognition of same-sex
unions in Israel

US Jews among the
most supportive of gay
marriage http://archive.vn/Iooup

JEWISH GROUPS FILE
BRIEFS FAVORING GAY

I MARRIAGE
T

0

he same-sex marriage cases will be heard at the end
f next month

By Allison Hoffman
February 28, 2o13 - 5:15 PM

YA
Pew figures show 76% of Jews support
legalizing gay marriage, higher than all but
the youngest and most liberal of DemocratS

HAVIV RETTIG GUR vBy

27 Apr 2013, 2:39 am I 12.

Friend-of-the-court briefs are due to the Supreme
Court today in the twin same-sex marriage eases
scheduled to be heard at the end of March. Among the
litany groups filing in favor of overturning the federal
ban on gay marriage are in

xeept Orthodoxy-the
Union for Reform Judaism, the United Synagogue of
Conservative Judaism, the Conservative Rabbinical
Assembly, and the the Jewish Theological Seminary;
the Reconstruetionist Rabbinical Association and
College-and a lone Orthodox rabbi, Akiva Herzfeld of
Shaarey Tphiloh in Portland, Maine. They join civil

Same-sex marriage is not legal in Israel. The

Israeli Government has registered same-sex

marriages performed abroad for some

purposes since 2006. However, since the

state has yet to legalize civil marriage in

Israel, those who choose to get married must

turn to one of the 15 religious marriage courts

recognized by the state. As of 2017, none of

these 15 religious courts permit same-sex

marriage under their respective auspices.
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On the anniversary of the Stonewall riots, we
celebrate the Jews who fought for LGBT+ rights in
the USA

#Pride50: Father of the gay rights
movement Frank Kameny
nbcnews.com http://archive.vn/J70Xg

Frank Kameny - "our Rosa Parks", according to one gay rights activist

I I
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Life in the BDS Heartland
Special project >

Home > Jewish World

Homosexuality Is Part of_]ewish
Tradition http : I/archive . vn/ZqSXi
Contrary to the common perception, intimate relations between
people of the same sex did not always have a negative image in
.Jewish communities.

ofri Ilany | Aug 05, 2015 11136 PM
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Welcome to Tel Aviv, the gayest
city on earth

STUDY: One-Third of
Israelis Are Bisexual

http://archive.vn/QVzJx By Christopher Muther Globe Staff,

March 17, 2016, 6:00 p.m.Israel is the gayest
country on earth
JUN 12, 2015, 8:22 AM
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New research suggests there are

10 times as many bisexuals in

Israel as gays and lesbians.

When it comes to the Israeli-
Palestinian conflict, the public
discourse is very similar to American
politics: roughly 80% of the people
have made up their minds firmly in

(ILLUSTRATION BY ISABEL ESPANOL)



II 'HIRSCHFELD UNDERSTOOD THAT SCIENCE IS POLITICAE http://archive.vn/pNNjt

100 years ago, Germany's 'Einstein of Sex'
began the gay rights movement

Although he never became a household name like Freud, sexologist Magnus Hirschfeld fought to decriminalize
homosexuality and improve LGBTQ healthcare

By MATT LEBOVIC I Today,1:16 am | 3.



Jerusalem's gay pride parade in 2015. Credit: Emil Sal mar

Judaism and Homosexuality: A Brief
Hi tryS http://archive.vn/nywyb

The Jewish people have had a far more complicated relationship
with homosexuality than the outright ban in Leviticus implies.

By Elon Gilad | Jun 02, 2016

Let us begin at the very beginning of the Kingdom of Judah, with
King David, who many suspect was gay. Or at least bisexual.



Get started

Home > Jewish World http://archive.vn/ianmH

This Day in Jewish History 1868: The
'Einstein of Sex' Is Born (And Dies)

//
HOW the Nazis derailed the medical
advances around sexual reassignmentSexologist Magnus Hirschfeld was an early visionary of the sexuality spectrum, which

he failed to 'sell' to Nazi Germany, however. surgery http://archive.vnN4pQK

The Nazi Regime Set the Trans Rights Movement
Back Decades. Here's How. http:/larchive.vnllTI6G

With one act, they set the trans community back decades

Written by R. S. Benedict on August 14, 2019

After World War I, a relatively open LGBTQ culture flourished in

Germany. Though there were anti-sodomy laws in place, the

police didn't really bother to enforce them, so queer people were
relatively free to live and socialize in public.

During his lifetime, Hirschfeld wrote and collected a ton of texts

about queer sexuality, including many works about trans identity.

Hirschfeld's colleagues practiced gender reassignment surgery.

As the Nazis came into power, Hirschfeld was attacked over and

over again. His skull was broken in one incident. He was

eventually forced into exile.

While away in the US lecturing in 1933, Nazi stormtroopers
attacked and ransacked the Institute for Sexual Science,
destroying its priceless research archives. The vast library was

burned in the great bonfire of "enemy books." The newsreel
footage of these burning books features in almost every
documentary about the Nazis and in all the main history
books. But it is rarely acknowledged the u - c
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One of those bright spots was a doctor named Magnus

Hirschfeld, a groundbreaking sexologist. Stonewall Society writes

that Hirschfeld was Jewish, gay, liked wearing women's clothing

(and created the word "transvestitism") and was a foot fetishist to

boot. Hirschfeld saw sexuality as a natural phenomenon worthy of

academic research, as opposed to a shameful thing.

But Hirschfeld's research came under attack too. In 1933, Hitler's

brownshirts broke into Hershfeld's institute, burning his collected
literature. Many of these were rare books, difficult (if not

impossible) to replace.

It

stonntroo r's wrath. http:l/archive.vn/aqpKk
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The 8 Genders of
the Talmud
BY LEAH FALK
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About the RAC Advocacy & Activism Programs Congre

What the Torah Teaches
Us About Gender Fluidity
and Transgender Justice
BY RABBI DAVID J. MEYER 9 9/20/2018

http://archive.vn/Kc8F3

In fact, and strikingly, our Jewish legal tradition identifies no fewer than six distinct "genders",

certainly assuming as normative the male and female, but including as well designations which we

now refer to as "intersex" identities. To use the Hebrew terms: the androgynos, one who has both

male and female characteristics, the tun tum, one whose biology is unclear, the aylonit, who

identified as female at birth, but at puberty, develops male characteristics, and the saris, who

appears as male at birth, but later takes on more typically female biology. I would suggest, based

on the study of these legal texts that the Jewish understanding of gender is neither binary nor even a

grid into which every person must be forced to fit. Rather, we see gender diversity as a spectrum,

truly a rainbow of possibilities for reflecting the Image of God.

our Jewish legal tradition identifies

no fewer than six distinct "genders",
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Ask The Rabbis // Gender Identity
BY r4orl8nT November 8, 2016 In zo16 November-December, Ask the Rabbis

09446 H http://archive.vn/s7lwc

What guidance, if any, does Judaism offer
to transgender people?

INDEPENDENT

In ancient times, our rabbis acknowledged that male and female were not the

only genders. The possibility of a boy turning into a girl, for example, is

mentioned in the Talmud quite nonchalantly: "For perhaps his maleness

transformed into femaleness" (Talmud Bav 'Ii, Beehorot 42b). They also spoke of

the androgynos, who was both male and female, and the tatum, a person who

lacked male genitalia but was not female or lacked female genitalia but was not

male (Talmud8av 'Ii, Nazir 12b). The tatum was permitted both to initiate a

marriage, like a groom, and to become married, like a bride (Talmud8av'li,

Tosefia Yevamot 11:11 Yevamot 72a). The ta tum also inherited from her/his

father's estate in all the ways in which a son would, and was supported from the

father's estate in all the ways in which a daughter would be (Talmud Bar 'Ii,

Baba Eatra 140b).
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Who runs Hollyw<>od? C'mon http://urchive.vn/ET5sf
By JOEL STEIN DEC. 19, 2008 I 12 AM

I have never been so upset by a poll in my life. Only 22% of Americans now

believe "the movie and television industries are pretty much run by Jews,"

down from nearly 50% in 1964. The Anti-Defamation League, which released

the poll results last month, sees in these numbers a victory against

stereotyping. Actually, it just shows how dumb America has gotten. Jews

totally run Hollywood.

How deeply Jewish is Hollywood? When the studio chiefs took out a full-page

ad in the Los Angeles Times a few weeks ago to demand that the Screen

Actors Guild settle its contract, the open letter was signed by: News Corp.

President Peter Cher fin (Jewish), Paramount Pictures Chairman Brad Grey

(Jewish), Walt Disney Co. Chief Executive Robert Iger (Jewish), Sony Pictures

Chairman Michael Lynton (surprise, Dutch Jew), Warner Bros. Chairman

Barry Meyer (Jewish), CBS Corp. Chief Executive Leslie Moonves (so Jewish

his great uncle was the first prime minister of Israel), MGM Chairman Harry

Sloan (Jewish) and NBC Universal Chief Executive Jeff Zucker (mega-

Jewish). If either of the Weinstein brothers had signed, this group would have

not only the power to shut down all film production but to form a minyan

with enough Fiji water on hand to fill a mikvah.

The person they were yelling at in that ad was SAG President Alan Rosenberg

(take a guess). The scathing rebuttal to the ad was written by entertainment

super-agent Ari Emanuel (Jew with Israeli parents) on the Huffington Post,

which is owned by Arianna Huffington (not Jewish and has never worked in

Hollywood.)

The Jews are so dominant, I had to scour the trades to come up with six

Gentiles in high positions at entertainment companies. When I called them to

talk about their incredible advancement, give of them reiiused to talk to me,

apparently out of fear of insulting Jews. The sixth, AMC President Charlie

Collier, turned out to be Jewish.

I called ADL Chairman Abe Forman, who was in Santiago, Chile, where, he

told me to my dismay, he was not hunting Nazis. He dismissed my whole

proposition, saying that the number of people who think Jews run Hollywood

is still too high.

"That's a very dangerous phrase, 'Jews control Hollywood.' What is true is

that there are a lot of Jews in Hollywood," he said. Instead of "control,"

Fox ran would prefer people say that many executives in the industry

"happen to be Jewish," as in "all eight major film studios are run by men who

happen to be Jewish."



Antisemitism: Jews Control the
Media Canard

$105 Angeles Giimcs

Who runs Hollywood? C'mon THETIMES0F ISRAEL
By JOEL STEIN DEC. 19, 2008 I 12 AM HOME ISRAEL&THEREGION JEWISH TIMES ISRAEL INSIDE

The idea that "Jews control the media", also seen
in references to "Jewish Controlled Media" and
"Zionist Controlled Media" is an antisemitic
canard that emerged from antisemitic forgery
"The Protocols of the Edlers of Zion". This
antisemitic message is alive and spreading in
social media.

Jews tcntallv run Hcnllawoud.
http://crchive.vn/ET5sf JuLv 1,2012, 11:05Aml c» 685

Jews DO control the media
archive.fo/ihHMJ
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Jews D() control the media
archive.fo/ihHMJJULY 1.2D12, 11:05Aml o is
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e Jews are a funny breed. We love to brag about every

Jewish actor. Sometimes we even pretend an actor is
Jewish just because we like him enough that we think he

deserves to be on our team. We brag about Jewish authors, Jewish

politicians, Jewish directors. Every time someone mentions any movie

or book or piece of art, we inevitably say something like, "Did you

know that he was Jewish?" That's just how we roll.

Elad Ndioiii is a writer
living in Clown Hdghts.
Brooklyn... lm°~1

4 Elans website

We're a driven group, and not just in regards to the art world. We

have, for example, AIPAC, which was essentially constructed just to

drive agenda in Washington DC. And it succeeds admirably. And we

brag about it. Again, it's just what we do.

But the funny part is when any anti-Semite or anti-Israel person starts
to spout stuff like, 'The Jews control the media!" and "The Jews

control Washington!"

1

Suddenly were up in arms. We create huge campaigns to take these
people down. We do what we can to put them out of work. We publish
articles. We've created entire organizations that exist just to tell
everyone that the Jews don't control nothing'. No, we don't control the
media, we don't have any more sway in DC than anyone else. No, no,
no. we swear: We're just like everybody else!
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Sixty-percent say Israel should not compromise on Jerusalem as a

united city under Israeli jurisdiction, with 3596 in favor of a

compromise. Next week, Jewish leaders will gather in Jerusalem to

discuss issues in the negotiations and the part Diaspora Jews should

play in key decisions.Poll: 76% of American Jews
Think Arabs Want to Destroy
Israel http://archive.vn/qNvTR

Fifty-six percent of respondents think Israel should dismantle some

settlements following the peace agreement with Palestinians, 696

think it should dismantle all West Bank settlements, and 37% think

it should dismantle none.
51% of U.S. Jews approve of the way Obama is handling his
job - a 6% drop since March; 95% think that the Palestinians
should recognize Israel as a.Jewish state in any peace
settlement.

Prime Minister Benjamin Netanyahu gets much higher approval for

his handling of the U.S.-Israel relations, with a 62% approval

against 2796 disapproval and 11% not sure."

Natasha Mozgovaya | ~» Send me email alerts If diplomacy fails, 59% would support military action against Iran to

stop its nuclear program, while 3596 would oppose it. 7096 will
support Israeli preventive strike, while 26% would oppose it.

Oct 12. 2010 4:25 PM

Approximately 76% of respondents in the AJC's fall 2010 Survey of

American Jewish Opinion agreed with a question to that effect,

while only 20% disagreed.
Despite high level of disillusionment, 9296 of the Jewish

respondents said they were planning to vote in midterm elections in

November - with 57% saying it would be better for Democrats to

take the majority at Congress, while 3396 prefer Republicans.
Meanwhile, 9596 of the American Jews think Palestinians should be

required to recognize Israel as a Jewish state in any future peace

settlement.

Some 8296 said Israel could not achieve peace with Hamas-led

government, while 1496 were optimistic - a 6 point drop since the

AJC's March survey.

The number one issue for the Jewish voters in these elections is the

economy, with 8796 defining it as very important. Sixty-one percent

said Israel is very important to them in these elections.

Ninety-five percent of respondents said Palestinians should be

required to recognize Israel as a Jewish state. Some 48% support

the establishment of the Palestinian state, while 4596 oppose it in

the current situation, and 6% said they were not sure.

Referring to the last years developments affecting the relationship
between Turkey and Israel, 7196 of the American Jews think Turldsh
government today is not a friend of Israel, while 50% think its
neither a friend of the U.S. (3596 think it is, while 15% were not
sure).
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This should be important to Jews, as data show that the American Jewish community, despite recent rhetoric, has a

favorable view of Israel. A March 2019 Gallup poll found that the overwhelming majority of Jews were more

sympathetic to Israel than the Palestinians. Additionally, said the recent report, 95% of Jews have favorable views of

Israel.
95°. of Jews have favorable views of Israel./'
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Survey reveals British Jews can be a critical
friend to Israel
Antony Leman
Some of the headline findings will provide reassurance for Zionist
organisations and staunchly pro-Israel groups in the UK, and also to the
current Israeli government: 95% have visited Israel (78% in 1995); 90% see it
as the "ancestral homeland" of the Jewish people; 86% feel that Jews have a
special responsibility for its survival; and 72% categorise themselves as
Zionists.



The importance of Israel

http://archive.vn/Q85cG
ANALYSIS ISRAEL

Most American and French Jews (62 percent and 59 percent) agree

"strongly" or "somewhat" that caring about Israel is a "very important

part of my being a Jew," while15 percent and 18 percent "disagree

strongly." For their part, 50 percent of Israeli Jews responded that "living

in Israel is a very important part of my being a Jew."
Israeli, French and American
Jews agree on almost everything

Iewish values - and the value of being Iewish

But on whether or not Israel is personally meaningful, the vast majority of

American and Israeli Jews surveyed "think that a thriving State of Israel is

vital for the long-term future of the Iewish people," with 72 and 91

percent concurring.
Asked how important being Jewish is in their lives, 51 percent of Israeli

Jews responded that it was "most important" and 29 percent said it was

"very important." lust 8 percent said it was "not too" or "not at all"

important.
When it comes to Diaspora Jews acting on their opinions about Israel, the

majority of Israeli Jews (63.4 percent) believe it is "not appropriate for

American Jews to attempt to influence Israeli policy 011 such issues as

national security and peace negotiations with the Palestinians," while 57

percent of American Jews feel it is appropriate for t11em to do so.

Responses among American and French Jews were more divided, with 41

percent and 33 percent, respectively, saying that being Jewish is "very

important" i11 their lives, 35 percent and 32 percent saying it is

"somewhat important," and 24 percent and 32 percent saying it was "not

too" or "not at all" important.

Asked to think about their relationship to other Iewish communities in

terms of a family bond, 31 percent of Israeli Iews consider American Jews

siblings and 47 percent consider them either first cousins or extended

family.
A plurality of all Jews surveyed responded tllat Judaism is mostly a

"matter of ethnicity and culture" rather than "mostly religion." Fifty-

nine percent of American Jews, 51 percent of Israeli Jews and 43 percent

of French Jews concurred, with approximately one-quarter of each group

responding that Judaism is instead "more a matter of religion."

The majority of all Jews surveyed, including 74 percent of Israeli Jews,

believe that "a thriving Diaspora is vital for the long-term future of the

Jewishpeople."

Those sentiments aren't returned quite as warmly across the pond, with

only 13 percent of American Jews feeling the sibling bond, 58 percent

considering Israeli Jews extended family or first cousins, and 28 percent

not considering them part of their family at all. Thirty-one percent of

French Jews, for their part, consider Israeli Jews siblings, and just 16

percent say they're not part of the family at all.

These sentiments may be explained in large part by the finding that 44

percent of Israeli Jews have actual "family to whom they feel close" in the

United States, while only 28 percent of American Jews report having t11e

same in IsraeL Forty-eight percent of French Jews have family to whom

they feel close in Israel, and 25 percent report owning a residence there.
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Israeli, French and American

Jews agree on almost everything
SUMMARY
I* = Israeli, F* : French, A* =American

I*
F*
A*

How Important is being jewish?
Most Very Somewhat Not too important
51% 29% ? 8%
? 33% 35% 24%
? 41% 32% 32%

I*
F*
A*

Is Israel vital for long term jewish future?
Yes
91%
?
72%

I*
F*
A*

Judaism is ethnicity and culture?
Yes No Other
51% ? 25%
43% ? 25%
59% ? 25%

I*

Is diaspora vital for long term jewish future?
Yes
74%

I*
F*
A*

Is Israel important to your being a jew?
Very? Not very
56% ? ?
59% ? 18%
62% ? 15%

I*
F*
A*

Should American jews influence Israeli politics?
Yes No
37% 63%
? ?
57% 43%

48% of F* jews have family in Israel
28% of Amvrican jews have family in Israel
44% of Israeli jews have family in the USA

I*
F*
A*

Are jews abroad your family?
Siblings First Cousins Extended Family
31% 47% - - - - -47%
31% ? ?
13% 58% ?

Not Family
'?

16%
28%
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This Day in Jewish History 1907:
'Master of Darkness': The Esoteric Life
of ajewish Occultist Called Israel

II

Regardie published the secret teachings of the Hermetic Order of the Golden Dawn
because he anticipated the 'destruction of Western civilization as we know it in the
Northern Hemisphere' Critics said the move was divisive.

David B.Green | Osend me email alerts http://ar'chive.vn/tSbuU
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DNA Links Prove ]us
Are a 'Race,' Says
Genetics Expert
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Conjuring fear of Nazism and anti-Semitism,
Jews recoil from the thought that Judaism
might be a race, but medical geneticist Harry
Ostrer insists the 'biological basis of
Jewishness' cannot be ignored.U.S. Court Rules Jews Are

Protected 'Race' Under
Civil Rights Act of 1964

Jon Entine

'There is no doubt, however, that many
people have and continue to view being
Jewish as a racial identity'

07.05.2012 I 10:51

The Associated Press

1 comments19.07.2018 I 13:01 .



Haaretz.coma v
@haaretzcom http://archive.is/twqgJ

U.S. court rules Jews are protected 'race'
under Civil Rights Act of 1964

U.S. court rules Jews are protected 'race' under Civil Rights
Act of 1964
haaretz.com

6:14 AM • Jul 19, 2018
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JewishEncydopedia I http:Ilarchive.vnl4Jt8G
The unedited full~texf of the 1906 Jewish Encyclopedia - search tips &
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INSANITY lnstapaper

By: Joseph Jacobs, Maurice Fishberg, Solomon Schechter, Julius H. Greenstone

Mental disease. Among the Jews the proportion of insane has been observed to be very
large. From statistics collected by Buschan he concludes that they are four to six times
more liable to mental disease than are non-Jews. Lombroso quotes Semi ("Gli i In Vienna.

. _ General Paralysis.
times as many as among the Catholic population of that country. Verga ("Archivio di Suggested Causes.
Statistico," 1880) shows that in 1870 there was one insane among 1,775 Catholics in -Legal Status;
Italy, while with the Jews it reached the alarming proportion of one insane in 384 of Insane Not Responsible.
population. A similar phenomenon has been observed in other countries. In the various . .
provinces of Germany and also in Denmark the percentage of Jewish insane is very large, as is seen from the figures
in the appended table:

Europa," there is one insane among 391 Jews, nearly four

Among the Jews the proportion of insane

has been observed to be very 1arge-
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'There is no doubt, however, that many
people have and continue to view being
Jewish as a racial identity'

07.05.2012 I 10:51
Birthright, Israeli Government Demand DNA

Tests to Prove Jewishness
Forward

Jewish. Fearless. Since1897.
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M 669 http:llarchive.islWBNa7
Legacy: A Genetic History of the Jewish People

By Harry Ostrer



Scientists Discover Gene That
Predisposes Ashkenazi.]us to
Schizophrenia http://archive.vn/vWP2z

Variations of the DNST3 gene make Ashkenazijews 40 percent more likely to develop
schizophrenia and similar diseases.

Ido Efrati I Nov 26, 2013 10:20 AM
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No, Ashkenazi Jews Are Not
'Functionally White'

No Such Thing As I
"White European"
Ashkenazi Iew

July9,2o18 http://archive.vn/XUWvn

THETIMES0F ISRAEL
http archive.vn/uHeHK://

http: archive.vn/hjpv5//

Ashkenazi Iews are not
white - Response to
Haaretz article

Yes, Ashkenazi Jews
(Including Gal Godot) Are
People of Color I would like to say loud and clear:

Ashkenazi Jews are not white.





Ex-Israeli PM introduced Harvey
Weinstein to former Mossad spies

http://archive.vn/Hh6Io
Ehud Baradc admits referring movie mogul to private investigators
who reportedly helped to suppress sexual abuse allegations

nun

ala

A Harvey Weinstein allegedly hired ex-Mossad agents in an attempt to stop accusers from going public with sexual
misconduct claims against him. Photograph: Chris Pizzello/Invision/Ap
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Israel Becoming a 'Refuge for
Pedophiles,' Warns Advocate
for Child Sex Abuse Victims
At a Knesset pre-hearing, groups working to prevent the abuse
suggested there may be a 'significantly higher proportion' of
cases in the ultra-Orthodox community.

Judy Maltz I Mar 22, 2016 5:11 AM
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http://archive.vn/gp7On
'PEOPLE HAVE A RIGHT, AFTER THEY SERVE THEIR TIME, TO LIVE THEIR LIFE. BUT THE COMMUNITY HAS A RIGHT TO KNOW WHO THEY ARE'

Diaspora pedophiles increasingly use Israel as
' haven,' activists charge

As sex offenders flee their home countries for the Jewish state, grassroots efforts at raising awareness of their
presence has led to a slander lawsuit

By MELANIE UDMAN

2s November 2016, 9:17 pm I . 9



With pedophiles seeking
sanctuary in Israel, one way
parents can protect kids
Best thing families can do to defend children against sexual abuse, say
activists, is to talk about it http : I/archive . vn/MCj6U

By MELANIE LIDMAN

4 December 2016, 7:45 am | 3. 0 g@96 570
shares
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'There's a Hole in the System
Israel Became a Haven for
Suspected Jewish Sex
Cffenders'
The case of Malka Leifer, one of 65 suspected sexual
offenders allegedly seeking refuge in Israel, has highlighted
how Israeli law and the insular world of the ultra-Orthodox
can at times shield them from justice, activists and prison

- - I I I a - 1



Tikun Olam Bow 11p*n
You are here: Home / Mideast Peace / Israeli Intelligence Infiltrated by Pedophilia Ring

Jelffrevy Epstein, the convicted sex offender
who was friends with Donald Trump and Bill
Clinton, explained

Israeli Intelligence Infiltrated by Pedophilia Ring
February 15, 2017 by Richard Silverstein - 3 Comments http g I/a r"€ hive . vn/ kt9T1

Did Pedophile Jeffrey Epstein Work for Mossad?
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Israeli Intelligence Infiltrated by Pedophilia Ring
February 15, 2017 by Richard Silverstein - 3 Comments http ; // a r"€ hive _ vn/ kt9T1
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NGO Report: Israel Fails to
Crack Down on Human
Trafficking http://archive.vn/UplH1

Government agencies aren't cooperating enough and more
sex workers are arriving from Eastern Europe than before, the
report by Hotline for Refugees and Migrants says.

Ivan Lior I APr26,20162:13PM
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THE ISRAELIS HAVE SPOKEN Q
PUTIN IS THEIR PERSON OF THE
YEAR FOR 2015 http://archive.vn/Mxywf

The poll of 527 respondents representing a statistical sample of the
Jewish adult population, was taken Tuesday and has an error margin of
34.3 percent.

BY GIL STERN STERN HOFFMAN / JANUARY 1, 201605:37

2 minute read.

8



Putin: Jews fleeing Western
Europe should move to Russia
As Jewish leader wars of 'exodus,' Russian president says: 'In the Soviet
Union they used to go away, now let them come back'

ByJTA http : I/archive . vn/tkhfx
19 January 2016,11:01 pm | 13. me 2,192

shares



Anne Neuberger. Credit: National Security Agency

Orthodox Jewish
Woman to Head NSA's
New Cybersecurity
Directorate
Anne Neuberger, who helped establish the
U.S. Cyber Command, has worked for
American intelligence agency for the past
decade http://archive.vn/eLdTB

JTA, Marcy Oster

25.07.2019 I 15:02 . 1 comments
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AIPAC to Deploy Hundreds of Lobbyists
to Push for Syria Action http archive.vn/OkNSq://

Pro-Israel lobby says 250 activists will meet with their senators and representatives in
Washington in a bid to win support Congressional support for military action in Syria.

I

Sep 07, 2013 7:33 PM

Reuters Osend me email alerts
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White Man's Burden
Home > Israel News http. archive.vn/9BSdC

Ari Shavit I Apr 03, 2003 12:00 AM

who are pushing Fresident Bush to change the course of history. 'lW0 ot them

THEIERUSALEM POST

NO CHANDA,
ASHKENAZI AND
SEPHARDIC JEWS ARE
NOT WHITE

White Man's Burden

University of Washington Professor Chanda
Prescod-Weinstein's claim all Ashkenazi and

some Sephardi Jews are white is an erasure of
history cannot be allowed to continue.

BY ARIELLE CALVO JANUARY 6. 2019 13:35f -ai-



After a decade Israel admltsz We bombed Syria nuclear
reactor in 2007

nuclear reactor in Syria,'

Explained | Donald Trump Wants Out of Syria.
Israel Thinks That's a Problem
The U.S. and Israel are usually on the same page when it comes to policy in the Middle East,
but on Syria Trump and Netanyahu are increasingly at odds

3/4/2018 8/04/2018 '|
Wow! Great timing for Assad to gas his
own citizens for no apparent reason.
Seems totally legit.

Analysis Assad Ridicules Trump With
Syria Chemical Attack as Israel
Anxiously Awaits Next Moves

//
ISRAELI OFFICIALS:
U.S. MUST STRIKE IN
SYRIA

Netanyahu fears that the U.S. will withdraw from Syria and let Iran and Russia take
over. Assad's use of chemical weapons is a display of ownership aimed at the Trump
administration

"Assad is the angel of death, and the world
would be better without him."

OUTSIDE THE BOX:
ISRAEL'S STRIKE 0N
SYRIA'S NUCLEAR
PLANT

BY GIL HOFFMAN / APRIL 8, 2018 14:45

Israeli Chief Rabbi on Alleged
Chemical Attack: Jews Morally
Obliged to End Cruel Syrian
Genocide
'This is an obligation no less than the moral obligation was to destroy the

Israel's Sephardi Chief Rabbi Yitzhak Yosef says
Aaron Rabinowitz | Apr 08, 2018 12;26 PM BY YOSSIMELMAN / APRIL6,201810:16 in

Do you understand US' foreign policy yet?



@HAARETZ Thursday, October 13, 2016.
Tishrei 11, 5777 Time in Israel: 7:23 PM

Bob Dylan Wins Nobel Prize
in Literature

On Yom lGppur Eve, U.S.
judge Rules Religious Rites
Trump Animal Rights - for

Ad Inform
Passengers
to Switch s

Jewish World

Home > Jewish World > Jewish World News

U.S._Iewish Groups Call on Congress to
Approve Use of Force Against Syria's
Assad http://archive.vn/LoJUQ
U.S. Ambassador Oren states Israeli support for Obama's claim that Syria must
'international consequences.' Fox ran: Our people's experience with gas mandates
Jewish-moral response.

Chemi Shalev | Sep 04, 2013 12:30 AM



LOGIN 0PS&BLOGS > Yochanan Gordon

In1)1~:1>I8:1)1ax'1' THETIMES0F ISRAEL
http://apchive.vn/chwpw

News > World > Middle East

Post removed
0PS&BLOGS > Yochanan Gordon AucusT 1. 2014. 5:36 PM I o 2

n Recommend $181 ]Twos\ 99 8°\ 0 Q Email 5 Print + hueWhen Genocide is
Permissible BLOGGER

osx removed by the editas

Israel-Gaza conflict:
'When Genocide is
Permissible' article
removed from The
Times of Israel website AUGUST 1, 2014, 5;36 PM I

Get The Times of Israel's Dolly Edition by end
and never miss our top stories FRESGNLPI

'993
f Llko us on Facebook Get our nowslotur Folow un on TwinerS 11The post by Yochanan Gordon argued that Hamas

must be "completely obliterated"
!Tweet S+! 0 \*s/ Email 5 Print + Share

Kashmirs Gander I @kashmiragander I
"haopiions.faasanas»/merhoonlent heraarepfeseuedsolab/bytheuhof.slaThe
"mesollsradassunesno responsbltyior them. lnmeof abusqrepon ztispost.

4
Fridavl August 2014 19:22 I BLOGGER

udging by the numbers of casualties on both sides in this almost
one-month old war one would be led to the conclusion that Israel
has resorted to disproportionate means in fighting a far less-

capable enemy. That is as far as what meets the eye. But, it's now
obvious that the US and the UN are completely out of touch with the
nature of this foe and are therefore not qualified to dictate or enforce the

rules of this war - because when it comes to terror there is much more
than meets the eye.
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Rabbis Urge President Trump To "Act Decisively" Syria
https://'fonnard.com > scribe > rabbis-urge-president-trump-to-act-decisivel___ *

6 Apr 2017 - Rabbis urge President Trump to act decisively in Syria; call for targeted

airstrikes on Assad regime- http://archive.vn/jYneV

In

The 'Alt-Right' Is Blaming The Jews For Trump's
Syria Airstrike
forward.com

Rabbis Urge President Trump To
"Act Decisively" In Syria

l

I
The Assad regime will not cease these brutal attacks unless it faces the threat of

serious military repercussions such as airstrikes

We therefore urge you to fully appreciate the importance of this moment and

to act decisively to avoid dire consequences. Specifically, we recommend that

you adopt the following measures:

Rabbis Call For "Targeted Airstrikes On Assad
Regime"
forward.com

- Order targeted airstrikes on Assad regime air facilities,
jetways, and fix-wing and rotary aircraft so as to prevent
the regime from carrying out further chemical attacks
with nerve agents.



Home

Study: U.S. Middle East Policy
Motivated by pro Israel Lobby_

Study by Harvard and Univ. of Chicago researchers expected to spur renewed debate
about AIPAC lobby

https://archive.is/0yWUK
Shmuel Rosner, Haaretz Correspondent Mar 17, 2006 12:00 AM

v- (5 .r.. . 205 o Zer.

WASHINGTON - The U.S. Middle East policy is not in America's

national interest and is motivated primarily by the country's pro-
Israel lobby, according to a study published Thursday by

researchers from Harvard University and the University of Chicago.



http://archive.vn/pEbww

'But Sir, It's an
American Ship.'
'Never Mind, Hit
Her!' When Israel
Attacked USS Liberty
'The Americans have findings that
show our pilots were aware the ship
was American,' a newly published
document by the State Archives says



RECODE THE GOODS FUTURE PERFECT MORE v •4 Q

http://archive.vn/glblE

95 percent of Jewish Israelis
support the Gaza war
ByZad<Beauchamp | @zad<beauchanrp | zack@voxcom | JuI31,2014,12:10pm EDT

f

The results are staggering. An average of 95 percent of Israeli
respondents say they think the operation is "completely" or

moderately" justified. About 80 percent say it is "completely

justified. For some perspective, about 72 percent of

Americans supported the 2003 Iraq invasion when it was launched

9 IZ?  SHARE



Clobalism: A Far-Right Conspiracyanti Semitic)

Ygleslas
.M

LIAM STACK

Cohn, who is

Jewish. "He may be globalist, but I still like

In Praise of Globalists

Oh. and I'm Jewish

Anti-Semitic
Rosenberg

Schwartz
I fucking love globalism.

f globalist

1 Cohn, Kushner and Mnuchin are all Iewish.Cohen Follow9
QMike Stuchbery °.° '

We . as Q E8l1c .New Llork 88imcs

EXPLA.£NS FOLIT\CSlxFOLlCY wom.n MORE v Vu ELECTION 2016

Globalists, explained Trump: Gary Cohn's A 'Globalist,'
But I Still Like HimTrump used a (possibly insult that illuminates a big

fight unfolding in the Republican Party. Theory Buoyed by Trump
By Matthew @mattyglesias | matt@vnuccom | Mar 8, 2018, 3:00pm ES'I'

March 8, 2018 | By Natl jewish author

f an
j e w i s h a u t h o r

8 SHARE
Be NOV. 14. 2016 as

unknown but NYT jewish-owned

The Fix

President Trump took a moment during

Thursday's cabinet meeting to bid farewell to

his departing economic adviser Gary Cohn, but

did so using language sometimes accused of

having anti-Semitic *haracteristics.A scene from President-elea I _ _Jai gr event in \l/em Palm Besarlq Fla in
October. The Anti-Defamation league criticized the speech fo* "evoking classic anti-Semitic
themes." Joe Raedle/Gem' Images

"He's been terrific," Trump said of

I Politics v
q Opinion

Trump vally (my
Cohn a 'globalist.'
IIvrv's why some
people find that
offvnsivv.

(_ Back to Videos

Don Lemon: The Term 'Globalist' Is
Racist,

Which, some say, is what happens to globalism

after it's been circumcised. jew ish author

By El v- E mail the author I note these details since the term "globalist" is in the news again,jewish author aaa al 1 al 1 Q I 1 4..1

v JTA Trump wishes outgoing economic adviser Gary Cohn well
while calling him a 'globalist'Posted By jar

On Date Mar..~ jewish author

Michael
That usage o

connotatlon'
has overlapped on the "alt-right" with anti-Semitic

@speechboy71 jewish

Mike Stuchbery °-° ' . @MikeStuchbery_ - Mar 9
PS

O 17 0 4 O 47

Show this thread jewish 'historian' http : / /a rchive . is llamAs

23 MikeStuchbery_ - Mar 9

In the end. Globalist' as another case of Schroedinger's Dickhead - if you come

across someone using it. there's a S0 percent chance they're a bigoted dickhead.

Combine with d or Nand you're looking at 90%. The End.

v JEWISH TELEGRAPHIC AGENCY jewish author

O 13 0 9 O 77

Show this thread

Every time I hear Trump say "global power
structure" I wonder "wouldn't it be easier
just to say Jews?"
10:13 AM - 13 Oct 2016
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Before the time of the mashiach, there shall be war and suEenng (Ezekiel 38:16)

JTA http://archive.vn/ouyXf
JEWISH TELEGRAPHIC AGENCY

Ben-gurion Foresees Gradual
Democratization of the Soviet Union
"Western and Eastern Europe will become a federation of autonomous states having

a Socialist and democratic regime. With the exception of the USSR as a federated

Eurasian state, ail other continents will become united in a world alliance, at whose

disposal will be an international police force. All armies will be abolished, and there

will be no more wars.

"In Ierusalem, the United Nations (a truly United Nations) will build a Shrine of the

Prophets to serve the federated union of all continents, this will be the seat of the

Supreme Court of Manldnd, to settle all controversies among the federated

continents, as prophesied by Isaiah. Higher education will be the right of every

person in the world. A pill to prevent pregnancy will slow down the explosive natural

increase in China and India, And by 1987, the average life-span of man will reach 100

years."

Confused?

The Israeli PM is referring to the jewish messianic age, referenced
in jewish holy texts. Here's some info from a helpful jewish website
that explains the references.

<- -> C G) wwwJewfaq.org/m/mashiach.htm

Judaism 101 > Mens > Messiah

<= | -=> D

7`he mashiach will bring about the political and spiritual redemption of the Jewish oeoole by II
us back to Israel. and restoring Jerusalem (Isaiah 11zl1-128 Jeremiah 23:88 30:38 Hosea 3:4-5).II-Ie
wil l establish a government in Israel that will be the center of all world government* both for Jews
and gentiles (Isaiah 2:2-4, 11:10, 42:1).ll'le till rebuild the 14481_ and re-establish its worship
(Jeremiah 33:l8). He wil l restore the religious court system of Israel and establish Jewish law as the
law of the land (Jeremiah 33: 15).

pg

Olam Ha-Ba: The Messianic Age

Sources:
www.jewfaq.org/m/mashiach.htm
Ezekiel 38:16,Tanakh,Torah
Isaiah 2:2-4, 11:10, 42:1,Tanakh,TorahGahszlaf)

What About Jesus"



JTA

'In lerusalem, the United Nations (a tinily United Nations) will build a Shrine of the

Prophets to serve the federated union of dl continents, this will be the seat of the

Supreme Court of Mankind, to settle all controversies among the federated

continents, as prophesied by Isaiah. Higher education will be the right of every

person 'm the world. A pill to prevent pregnancy will slow down the explosive natural

increase in China and India, And by 1987, the average life-span of man will reach 100

years."

"\\`(~stem .md Eastern Europe will become a federation of autonomous states having

a Socialist .md d<'llio<'ratic regime. With the exception of the USSR as a federated

Eurasian SIAIP, ail other continents will become united in a world alliance, at whose

disposal will be an uitcrnatjonal police force. All armies will be abolished, and there

will be no more wars.

Ben-gurion Foresees Gradual
Democratization of the Soviet Union

What About Jaws"

Ohm Ha-Ba: The Maslanic Age

IEWi$H TELEGRAPHI( AQENCV

The Israeli PM is referring to 'the jewish messianic age, referenced
in jewish holy texts. Here's some info from a helpful jewish website
that explains the references.

ii a "134fl"l@"l€ _v l
the no 4' .Q

L8lUS Bear snuiua into Houlmhafss

so.llDlure. by Evgeniy vuduehcn

am Collaulon,l'l

Confused?

'The United States Of Europe'?

<- -> C

4

J;l¢li§m_1Q1>lg1gg§>llassiah
<==l==> O

Isaiah 2:2-4 New lntemational Version (NN) < one of the verses containing World Government prophecy

I t  d . I
mIn the as ays as prophesled by Isalah.

the mountain of the LorD's temple will be established
as the highest of the mountains;

it will be exalted above the hills,
and all nations will stream to it.

3 Many peoples will come and say,

From Wikipedia, the tree encyclopedia http://archive.vn/wSiuV
The teml 'Four Polioomon" refers lo a post-war council consrstlng of me Big

Four rhal u S president Franklin D Roosevelt proposed as a guarantor or

wono peace The members of the Brg Four. called me Four Powers during

World War II. were me four mapr AIIies of world war II the United Krngdum.

me unrled States me Soviet Union and China The Unlled Nations envisioned

by Roosevelt consisted of three branches an earecutwe branch cumprising the

Brg Four. an enforcement branch composed of the same tour great powers

acting as Me Four policemen or Four Sherlfls, and an rntematronal assembly

representing the member nations of the UN 1'l
The Four Polrcemen would be responsible tor keeping order within their

spheres or influence BMarn in rls empire and in Western Europe. the Soviet

Union in Eastern Europe and me central Eurasian landmass. Chrna in East

Asra and me Western Pacitlc. and the United States in the western

hemisphere As a preventive measure against new wars. countries other than

the Four Policenren were to be dlsamred Only the Four Policemen would be

allowed to possess any weapons more powerful than a me m

"Remember me Sabbath day to sanctify n it lam in up.. 1.1111111 ul: ullallll a et

u.lll..ll illllli illlil mll um iilllllllllll lililll 11 11n11 11 I llllI lllillllliilll lllill ..11l1n in | 111111 ull..1l'

For in sux days God made me heavens and me

earth the oceans and all therein and He rested on the seventh day Therefore

God hath nesses the Sabbath day and sanctifed n ..

ThIS tradrtion maintains mal €8(:h day Of me week corresponds to one tnousana

years of crealion Just as the six days of the workweek culminate m me sanctlhecl

seventh day of Shabbat so too vnll the six millennia of creation culminate IN the

sanchhed seventh millenmum (Hebrew years 6000-7000) - me Messlanrc Age

Just as Shabbat is me sanctifea 'day of resT and peace a lime represenlmg

10y1u1 satisfaclion with me labors completed within the previous 6 says elm so too

the seventh millennium will correspond !O a universal 'day of rest' and peace a

time of 'completeness' of the 'wom pertomlecl in the previous six millennia

Year 6000

Four Policemen

They believe that the Messianic Age must be actively created,
or, that all preparations necessary for them to chill during the M.A.
should be done before the M.A dawns:

From Wrkrpedra the free encyclopedia

Tors ante is aoour me year 6000 III me Heb/ew calendar For the Gregorian year 6000

According to classical Jewish sources the Hebrew year soon (hom nightfall of

September to 2239 until mgnttall of September 17 2240 on the Gregorian calendar)

mark$llll MMU it 111411 ctrl III II I il\lill au HMI Irliilillnl Alum Tne T8lmud-m me
Mrdrash m and me K8Db8IISllC wom me Zohar I" state that the by whrcn me

Messiah must appear Is 6000 years from creation Arcordrng to tradmon. the Hebrew

calendar started at the time or creation placed at 3761 BC 151 The curer (2016/2017)

Hebrew year as 5777

The belret mat me seventh millennium WIII correspond I

From Wlklpedla the free encyclopedia http://archive.vn/pjTco

In me walks on the loimal of Me future unrrea Nations Dfg8YllIS8tlOYll us Presloenl Frankun D

Roosewell proposed a post-war council. labeled lne Four Polioemen. expected lo guarantee

world peace. comprising Cnlna. saver Unicn. the United Kingdom and me United States,

wlln the addlllon or France, tnls concept came to trumon as me Me pemianent members of

the United Nations Securrly Council

The Ten Commandments slate (Exodus 208)

Big Four Conference

In Abrahamrc relrgions the Messianic Age Is the future period 01 time on Earth in

when me messiah vIII reign and bring universal peace and nrothemood. vmnout any

evil Many belove that there will be such an age some meter to n as the consummate

"kingdom of GOd" or me 'want IO come"

From Wikipedia the free encyclopedia

Messianic Age

Before the nme of the nnnslnach, thereshnllbewara1udsuEenlng(Ezelciel 38:16)

Th=nn.,h,»¢h4111mu8abounuep°xmm1l=»4¢9imu¢1t¢a¢lmm<m°fn1¢Imgugm1 bye=
us back to Israel and restrung Jerusalem (Isaiah 11:11-12, Jaennmah 23:8, 30:3i Hosea 3:4-5).IHe
will establxsb a govamnem m Israel that will be the center of all world govaumenllbotl: for Jews
zmdgentiles(Isalah22 4 II 10 42 l)l'rIevnlIreBu1l'J1I\el.¢llDl2l§an5l"e-estal>l1sl1ltsv\'ousl11p
(Jeremxah 33:l8), He will restore the relxglous court system oflsfacl and establish Jew uh law as due
law of the land (Jerenmnh 33:l5).

Member states of the United Nations - Wikipedia
https I/en wlklpedla,org > wiki > Member_states_of_the_Unlted_natlons

The UN otlicially came into existence on 24 October 1945, alter ratification of the
United Nations Charter by the five permanent members of the United Nations
Security Council (the Republic of China, France, the Soviet Union, the United
Kingdom, and the United States) and a malonty of the other signatories

The original members of the United Nations were France, the Republic of China,
the Soviet Union, the United Kingdom, the United States, Argentina, Australia,
Belgium, Bolivia. Brazil. Byelorussia, Canada, Chile, Colombia, Costa Rica, Cuba,
Czechoslovakia Denmark the Dominican Republic. Ecuador, Egypt, EI Salvador,

http://archlve.vn/7rknf

You can't really get much more explicit than that, can you?

"Messianic age will entail a World Government ruled from Israel"

The Union of Soviet Socialist Republics was a cnarler member of me United Nations

and one of five permanent members of me Secumy Council Follovnng the dissolution of the

soviet Union in 1991 rls UN seat was transferred to the Russnan FeOeratron

From Wiklped1a the he encyclopedia http://archive.vn/OCI4i

Sow'et Union and the United Nations

At this point you need a bit of historical context,
namely the events that occurred immediately after
WW2 - the creation of the United Nations, IMF, World
Bank, and other ultra-globalist institutions which
constitute the prototype of the World Government.

First, a quick note: the UN was formed under the
guise of "UniversaI Peace," a major theme of the M.A.
The states involved with creating the UN have
collectively been at war almost every single year
since the creation of the UN. They have destroyed
Central Asia, South East Asia, the Middle East, and
North Africa with warfare, and are currently destroying
Europe via mass migration policies.

The leaders of the major victors of WW2 IUSSR. USA. UK) were
all Freemasons Additionally, Karl Marx was a Freemason (as
well as a cousin of the Rothschild's and descendant of a long
lineage of international financiers). The Bolsheviks were funded
by the Federal Reserve (JP Mogan, Schiff, Warburg), Arthur
Balfour (a Rothschild employee who founded Israel), the
Warburgs (German cousins of the Federal Reserve gang) and
other international finance capitalists. Winston Churchill's
personal advisor was Bernard Baruch (the real Wolf of
Wallstreet) and he was a close personal childhood friend of the
Rothschild's, who loaned him out of bankruptcy. F.D. Roosevelt
was also personally advised by Baruch, and J.P. Warburg (son of
Federal Reserve founder) acted as his finance minister. in short,
both the communists and the capitalists were extremely close
friends of international banking cartels, who are the driving force
behind the world government.

Below: there is no functional difference between the desired
destination of the liberal capitalists and the communists, all that differs
is the route they choose to get there.

I want a new constitutional treaty to establish
the United States of Europe. A Europe that is
no threat to its member states, but a
beneficial addition.

"Come, let us go up to the mountain of the LORD,
to the temple of the God of Jacob.

He will teach us his ways,
so that we may walk in his paths."

The law will go out from Zlon,
the word of the LORD from Jerusalem.

He will judge between the nations
and will settle disputes for many peoples.

They will beat their swords Into plowshaies
and their spears into pruning hooks.

Natlon will not take up sword against nation,
nor will they train for war anymore.

The UN and affiliated organizations were founded
in 1945-6 by the liberal capitalist and communist victors
of WW2. What could practicioners of these supposedly
diametrically opposing ideologies have in common?
Basically everything that matters, their only real superficial
"disagreement" is how their heavily industrialized,
centralized, globalized, oppressive societies should
be economically structured. A classic false dichotomy on
a planetary scale. Today, liberal capitalist "democracies"
are just as totalitarian as the USSR, but twice as sinister,
as they give citizens (slaves) the illusion of freedom.

Written: l
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The Peace Bell - the United Nations

https /Nvww un org > events » peaceday > peacebell v

lntematlonal Day for Peace On me Intemallonal Day for peace, the Unlted

Nations secretary-General rings the Dell to pray for World Peace.

FDR and the Creation of the U.N. - The New York Times
www names com » books » first v hoopes-fdr v
To PrwOenl Roosevelt and me other leaders of Wom War II fell me hard task

Roosevelt as a plate c nuen developed a "Plan to Piesewe World Peace" for

World Peaoe Council - Wikipedia
https I/en wlklpedla org » wiki » World_Peace_CouncrI v

The World Peace Councrl MPC) is an rntematlonal organization that advoc ales universal

The January 1952 World Congress of people IN vienna represented Joseph stalln's strategy

or peaceful coexistence resutlrng in a more Droaa~nased

Hrstnw Currant nmanizafrnn Cnnnressss and asesmhlles Current members

>~ Sep '>0~9

1'JJan 2015

archive.vn/zNetD

http://archive.is/ij74q
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Sources:
www.jewfaq.org/m/mashiach.htm
Ezekiel 38:16, Tanakh, Torah
Isaiah 2:2-4, 11:10, 42:1, Tanakh, Torah
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Thumbs up if you want a United States of
Europe! 5 3 g#lamEuropean
#WeAreEurope #FutureOfEurope

http://archive.is/vrwls
Remeber the "Federated Eurasian superstate" claim in the original
article? Let's look into that further:

With the exception of the USSR as a federated

Eurasian state, dl other continents will become united in a world alliance,

Here's some information on the founding of the European Union.
TL;DR it was founded by the Rothschild's, Warburg, and Baruch,
There's those names again...

p.s: EU's founder was a Freemason, pure coincidence once again.

Richard von Coudenhove-Kalergi 'WP Harchne lsl6plTp
From Wikipedia the free encyclopedia

Pan-European political activist [in]

|

813 Hls lnteIleclual influences ranged from Rudolf Kneller and Oswald Spengler to An fur

scnopennauer and Fnedncn Nlelzscne In polmcs. ne was an enmuslasllc supporter of "fourteen

points" made by woourow Wilson on 8 Janua 1918 ana acifist lnnlalwes of Kun Hiller In

December 1921 n 1141 In 1922 he co-

founaeal"'°°°" 'leeds me Pan-European Union (PEU) wlln Archduke Otto von Habsburg, as "the
olne<1 the Masonic bd e "Humanltas" m Venn'

socio u _

lP€"fY]2iSO[\ lccl S su \orIpd his movement

Ih8\ su rseaeu aemocra

u n

w`ntl one social anstoclacy or me splrn "I'61

indudlng the lodge Humanness un Pan-Europa was

Euro >e n

i Hfirzm I out Go Rnthsrhlr

m0
According to ms autobiography al the beginning of 1924 his fne

inlroduceo him to offered to finance ms movement for the next 3 years by gwlng

him 60.000 gold marks Warburg remained sincerely interested in the movement for me remainder

of his life and serves as an intermediate for Coudenhove-Kalergl with intiuential Americans such as banks

tinancie In April 1924. coudennove-Kaergl founaed me purnai paneuropa (1924-1938Beman Baruc

nazis COFISDGEYEG me Pan European Union to be under the control of freemasonry lM in 1938. a nay ac '

Frermaurerer vwlransctrauung. Orgamsatron und Polmk was released in Gemlan [291

• he orgamzation suppressed by Nazls M] On me other hand his name '»A as I

duedorles 10 coo Famous Freemasons puhlished in 1957-1960 by the Unlted States' freemasons IN'

emD¢=f5hl of Freemason

I L'-
_He wrote his masonic membership in Em Leven ful Europa (A Life' '___ -,; . , ___ -__

in 1966 law In an ns Nazi propaganda book also described his action in 1924-1925 only However this propaganda also states

may "'the Grand Loage or Wien went enmusiastically to won( for me _ in a call to all Masonic cnier authorities
Even me Masonic newspaper The Beacon enthused about the thoughts of the higher degree Freemason Coudenhove-Kalergl,

and stated in March. 1925 "Freemasonry especially Austrian Freemasonry may be eminently satlshed to have Coudennoye-

Kalergl among is members Austrian Freemasonry can nghlly report that Brother Coudenhove-Kalergl fights for his Pan

European belets polmcal honesty social lnslgnt me struggle agalnsl Iles stnvlng for me recognition and cooperation of all mcse

or good will In this higher sense Brother Coudenhoye-Kalergrs program is a Masonic work of the highest order and to oe able

to work on rl together is a lofty task for all brother Masons ""[33I

Al1942 until ms return to France in 1945 ne tauqm at me New york UnIversrtv which appomled him professor or mstory In 1944

' ~s ~ . . ' c - ~ ~ • no ~-~~c-I - O " "On22 July

1943 Nazis aepnveu film of hrs Doctor of philosopny ueglee Tor the Unlversrly of Vanna because he was unworthy. even

\lovember 1946 and me r ann of 1947 ,

|

team I won a

Below is one of Kalergl's most famous quotes, from his book
Practical ldealrsm (referenced above) Dld the bankers find
him post-book or did they fund him Ink»tlaIly'* Impossible to know

EURASIAN < Wow, really makes you think.

Here are some extracts from articles written by today's leading
Eurasianrst, Aleksandr Dug in:

I
EXCERPTS FROM 'THE Jaws A.\'D EURASIA'
' ; -, Polvarni Ismail (Polar Israel), Feb "OOO (6)

Previously published be Arktogaia. Translated fromRussian

by M Conserva. http;//archive.vn/12Juf
responsibility, and m the light of all this tragic historical
experience, all consequent eurasists proclaim: I l l  ¢ l

a l l l c

l i l

lua.nhl.\.~{u\1l1

Nic But

the betrayal of the Great Idea we shall not forgive and we
shall not forget, never and nobody. Neither ours, nor the

new Eurasian empire,
Empire of the End Times,

http://archive.vn/XtlgV A the Messianic Age

Here's one choice point from Dugin's first major book,
Foundations of Geopolitics (in which he outlines his plan
to achieve a Eurasian superstate):

Foundations of Geopolihlcs
From Wukzped1s the fws ancyclonedia

me Founuahons or Geopollncs: 17le Geuwolltcll Fuumo of MMI. is a geopolnnc al hack by Alelssanur Dugm

( xcr.-anna

urnsun

[I] I* nsmsua
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Crazy how this all ties in so neatly together, isn't it?
You've got to admit, there's some real genius planning at work
here. Obviously there is far, far more to this conspiracy, but the
information listed in this image is a solid introduction.

If you find yourself constantly wondering why the world is so insane
and fucked up - child drag queens, the mass of rapist sex trafficking
pedophile politicians, normalization of genital mutilation, and the
polar inversion of all values - you should look into the Sabbatean-
Frankists and "redemption through sin."

cxaunder

l



I for Jew/sn 5Iua/es, fork Un/vers/m
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Book Reviews http://archive.vn/1ipod

THE CHINESE BELIEVE
THAT THE JEWS
CONTROL AMERICA. IS
THAT A GOOD THING?
Prof. Xu )Go's Institute of Jewish and Israel Studies at
Nanjing University seeks to establish Chinese
scholarship on Jews

By Clarissa Sebag-Montefiore
March 27, 2014 - 12:00 AM

"Do the Jews Really Control America?" asked one
Chinese newsweekly headline in 2009. The factoids
doled out in such articles and in books about Jews in
China-for example: "The world's wealtll is in
Americans' pockets, Americans are in Jews' pockets"
-would rightly be seen to be alarming in other

contexts. But in China, where Jews are widely
perceived as clever and accomplished, they are meant
as compliments. Scan the shelves in any bookstore in
China and you are likely to find best-selling self-help
books based on Jewish knowledge. Most focus on how
to make cash. Titles range from 101 Money Earning
Secrets From Jew5'Notebooks to Learn To Make
Molley With the Jews.+


